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DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Board of Directors
Public Hearing
December 11, 2000 - 4:00 p.m.
Eldon Leonard Boardroom - DMACC Commons
Ankeny, Iowa

1.

Call to order - 4:00 p.m.

2.

Roll call.

3.

Consideration of tentative agenda.

4.

Acknowledgment by Board Secretary of how notice was made.

5.

Request to address the Board.

6.

Board Report 00-135. A public hearing to consider the resolution to proceed with the
issuance and sale of new jobs training certificates (Multiple Projects 28) in anamount not
to exceed $4,705,000.

7.

Adjourn.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
2006 South Ankeny Boulevard
Ankeny, Iowa
PUBLIC HEARING
DECEMBER 11, 2000

A special meeting of the Des Moines Area Community College
Board of Directors was held at the Eldon Leonard Boardroom,
Ankeny Campus, on December 11, 2000. Because of inclement
weather, board members conducted this meeting over the
telephone. Board President Shull called the meeting to order at
4:00 p.m.

ROLL CALL

Members present:
Harold Belken
Dale Froehlich
Steve Goodhue
Naomi Neu
Joe Pugel
Wayne Rouse
Doug Shull
Madelyn Tursi
Rena Wilson
Others present:
Darrell Roberts, Vice President, Business Services
Trudy Little, Board Secretary

APPROVAL OF TENTATIVE
AGENDA

Goodhue made a motion to approve the tentative agenda as
presented: second by Tursi.
Motion passed unanimously. Aye-Belken, Froehlich, Goodhue,
Neu, Pugel, Rouse, Shull, Tursi, Wilson. Nay-none.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF
PUBLIC HEARING

Board Secretary Trudy Little reported that the notice of time and
place for this hearing was published in THE DES MOINES
REGISTER on Friday, November 24, 2000. No written objection to
this hearing has been received.

ADDRESS THE BOARD

None

APPROVE ISSUANCE AND
SALE OF NEW JOBS
TRAINING CERTIFICATES
(MULTIPLE PROJECTS 28)

A motion by Froehlich; second by Goodhue that the board adopt a
resolution to proceed with the issuance and the sale of new jobs
training certificates (Multiple Projects 28). Attachment #1.
Motion passed on a roll call vote. Aye-Belken, Froehlich, Goodhue,
Neu, Pugel, Rouse, Shull, Tursi, Wilson. Nay-none.

ADJOURN

A motion to adjourn the public hearing was made by Belken;
second by Tursi.
Motion passed unanimously. Aye-Belken, Froehlich, Goodhue,
Neu, Pugel, Rouse, Shull, Tursi, Wilson. Nay-none.

DOUG SHULL, Board President

TRUDY LITTLC, Board Secretary

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
2006 South Ankeny Boulevard
Ankeny, Iowa

REGULAR MEETING
DECEMBER 11, 2000

The regular meeting of the Des Moines Area Community College
Board of Directors was held at the Eldon Leonard Boardroom,
Ankeny Campus on December 11, 2000. Because of inclement
weather, board members conducted this meeting over the
telephone. Board President Shull called the meeting to order at
4:05 p.m.

ROLL CALL

Members present:
Harold Belken
Dale Froehlich
Steve Goodhue
Naomi Neu
Joe Pugel
Wayne Rouse
Doug Shull
Madelyn Tursi
Rena Wilson
Others present:
Darrell Roberts, Vice President, Business Services
Trudy Little, Board Secretary

APPROVE TENTATIVE
AGENDA

Doug Shull requested that the board consider tabling a portion of the
agenda for the January 8, 2001 board meeting and consider items
#4, Public Comments; #6 Minutes; #7 Issuance of new jobs training
certificates; #8 Sale of new jobs training certificates; #14 and 14A,
Human Resources Report, with addendum; #15 Payables; and #16
Financial Report at this time. Goodhue made a motion to approve
the amended agenda as requested; second by Neu.
Motion passed unanimously. Aye-Belken, Froehlich, Goodhue, Neu,
Pugel, Rouse, Shull, Tursi, Wilson. Nay-none.

APPROVE MINUTES

Having no corrections to the minutes of the November 13, 2000
public hearing and regular board meeting, President Shull declared
the minutes approved as presented.

APPROVE ISSUANCE OF
NEW JOBS TRAINING
CERTIFICATES (MULTIPLE
PROJECTS 28)

Board Report 00-136. Goodhue made a motion; second by Pugel
that the Board approve a resolution authorizing the issuance of
$4,705,000 new jobs training certificates (Multiple Projects 28) and
providing for the securing of such certificates for the purpose of
carrying out new jobs training programs. Attachment #2.
Motion passed on a roll call vote. Aye-Belken, Froehlich, Goodhue,
Neu, Pugel, Rouse, Shull, Tursi, Wilson. Nay-none.

APPROVE SALE OF NEW
JOBS TRAINING
CERTIFICATES

Board Report 00-137. Belken made a motion; second by Tursi that
the Board approve a resolution directing the sale of new jobs training
certificates in the amount of $4,705,000. Attachment #3.
Motion passed on a roll call vote. Aye-Belken, Froehlich, Goodhue,
Neu, Pugel, Rouse, Shull, Tursi, Wilson. Nay-none.

APPROVE HUMAN
RESOURCES REPORT

Board Report 00-143. Belken made a motion that the Board
approve the Human Resources report, with addendum, as presented
in Attachment #4 to these minutes; second by Pugel.
Motion passed unanimously. Aye-Belken, Froehlich, Goodhue, Neu,
Pugel, Rouse, Shull, Tursi, Wilson. Nay-none.

APPROVE PAYABLES

Belken made a motion to approve the payables as presented in
Attachment # 5 to these minutes; second by Neu.
Motion passed unanimously. Aye-Belken, Froehlich, Goodhue, Neu,
Pugel, Rouse, Shull, Tursi, Wilson. Nay-none.

FINANCIAL REPORT

Darrell Roberts, Vice President, Business Services, presented the
November 2000 financial report as shown in Attachment #6 to these
minutes.

ADJOURN

A motion to adjourn was made by Neu; second by Belken.
Motion passed unanimously and at 4:15 p.m. Board President Shull
adjourned the meeting.

DOUG SH ö l L, Board President

TRUDY
rm iD Y LITTLE, Board Secreta
Secretary
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(R498) - NOTICE OF INTENTION
TO ISSUE
NEW JOBS TR AIN IN G CERTIFICATES
{M U LT IP LE PROJECTS SB)
DES MOINES AREA
C OMM UNITY COLLEGE
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Notice is hereby given th a t a public hear
ing w ll I be conducted before the Board of
Directors of f

2000, on a proposi» iv
$2,585,000 aggregate principal am ount or
The College^ Taxable New Jobs Training
Certificates (M ultiple Projects 28-A) (thp
"A c t C ertifica tes"), pursuant to th e provi
sions of Chapter 2i 0 E gf the code* or
of iqwu,
Iowa.
prin
a n d not to exceed 52,120,000 p
r cipal
«Jew Jobs
of the college's Taxable Ne
m C ertificates tM in tiP le Projecrs
28-B) t(The
ental
A
i n e ""S
o upplem
u m ^ ic h ic
ih w i
#->ct
w < CertlfJcates"), pursuant to the provisions of Sec
tion 15A.7 of the Code of Iowa (the A ct Cer
tific a te s and the S upplem ental A ct
C ertificates are re ferred fo In the aggre
gate as the "C e rtific a te s "). The C e rtifi
cates are to be.issued fo r fhe purpose of
providing funds fo pay the costs, including ,
progra m "costs and a d m in is tra tiv e expenses, of new fobs training programs (the
"P ro je c ts ") to educate and tra in workers
fo r new iobs at the follow in g companies (the " Companies" ) a t the follow ing loca- •
tions:
COMPANY, LOCATION
ABC V irtu a l C om m unications, Inc.,
West Des Moines, Iowa
Access D ire c t T e lem arketing , Inc.,
Des Moines, Iowa
Iowa Telecomm unications Services,
Inc., Newton, Iowa
Modern Solutions, Inc., West Des
Moines, Iowa
Pella Corporation, Pella, Iowa
Windsor Window Company, West Des
Moines, Iowa
A ll residents of the Merged A rea who ap
pear at said public hearing snail be given
an opportunity to express tne fr views fo r o r
against the proposal to Issue said C e rtifi
cates, and at said hearing, or any adjourn
ment thereof, the Board of Directors of the
College shall adopt a resolution determ in
ing whether or not to proceed w ith the Issu
ance of said C ertif ¡cates.
aiven of the Intention of
jfors oftheCollegeto (S'
,__________
sue theCe
" ‘------ " ------1
D ire c to rs .—
taken further uuu uuuinunui wwkvm
authorization and Issuance of the C e rtifi
cates.
A person may, w ithin fifteen days after
the publication o f th is notice by action In
the d is tric t court of a county in the area
w ithin which fhe College Is located, appeal
the decision of the Board of D irectors in
proposing to Issue the C ertifica tes. The
action o f me Board o f D irecto rs in deter
m ining to issue the Certificates Is final and
conclusive unless the d is tric t court finds
that the Board of Directors has exceeded
i t S IE

"

‘

* l - « . h » l l n n lh a

bro u „
,
Certificates, th e p o w c
--------- --rectors to Issue the Certificates, the effec
tiveness of any proceedings relating to the
authorization of the project, o r the authortzattan and issuance of the C ertificates
fro m and a fte r fifteen days from the publi
cation of this notice.
By Order of the Board of Directors of Des
Mo nes Area Comm unity College
Trudy A. Litfle
Secretary of the Board of Directors

STATE OF IOWA.
SS .
COUNTY OF POLK '
The undersigned, being first dj^y sworn on
oath, states that she/he is the
Accounting Specialist
of The Des Moines Register and Tribune Company,
a corporation duly organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Iowa, with its principal place of
business in Des Moines, Iowa, the publisher of '
THE DES MOINES REGISTER (Daily)
1 .*

.

v

DES MOINES SUNDAY REGISTER 1
J

"

f

i.

newspapers of general circulation printed and
published in the City of Des Moines, Polk County/'
Iowa, and that an advertisement, a printed copy of
which is attached as Exhibit “A” and made a part of
this affidavit* was printed and published in The-Des'
Moines Register (daily) on the following dates ,

Subscribed arid sworn to beföre me by said affiant
this c ^ ^ S d a y o f X? 0
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COUNTY OF POLK
The undersigned, being first
oath', states that she/he is the

T8+.

The Des Moines A rea C om m unity Col
]^ d s using
lege (Merged Area X I) (the "C olleg e") of
a f ill- tr c e
the Counties of A d a ir, Audubon, Boone,
C a rroll, Cass, Clarke, C raw ford, Dallas,
Greene, G uthrie, H am ilton, H ardin, Jas
per, Lucas, Madison, Mahaska, M a rlon,
H m
M arshall, Polk, Poweshiek, Shelby, Story
Bi
and Warren (the "M erged A re a "), State o f c_____
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STATE OF IOWA

newspapers of general circulation printed and
published in the City of Des Moines, Polk County,
Iowa, and that an advertisement, ä printed copy of
which is attached as Exhibit “A” and made a part of
this affidavit, was printed and published in The Des.
Moines Register (daily) bn the following dates .
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Subscribed and sworn to before me bv said affiant
t h i s ^ f f r d â y of / 7
~ f,
n è jù O

trtA -ê c & j
Notary Public in and for Polk County, Iowa
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street adclress: 715 Locust'Street f- ues ifjoiii«
mailing address: P.O. Box 957 h Des Moines, Iowa 50304 ^ 515-284-8000
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AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION

COPY OF ADVERTISEMENT
Exhibit “A”
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(R499) — NOTICE OF BOND SALE
DES MOINES AR EA
COM M UNITY COLLEGE
- NEW JOBS T R A IN IN G CERTIFICATES

/

The Des Moines A rea C om m unity Col
lege (Merged Area X I) (the "C ollege") of
the Counties of A dair, Audubon, Boone,
C arroll, Cass, Clarke, C raw ford, Dallas,
Greene, G uthrie, H am ilton, H ardin, Jas
per, Lucas, Madison, Mahaska, M a rion,
M arshall, Polk, Poweshiek, Shelby, Story
and Warren (the "M erged A re a "), state of
Iowa, w ill receive bids in Room 30b in
B uilding N um ber 1 on the campus of the
•- Col lege In Ankeny, Iowa, on December 11,
2GQQ fo r the purchase of the following New
Jobs Training C ertificates (in the aggre' gate, the "B o n d s "):
$2,585,000
Des Moines Area Com m unity College
New Jobs Training Certificates
(M ultiple Projects 28-A)
(the "Series A Bonds")
$2 , 120,000
Des Moines Area Comm unity College
Taxable New Jobs Training Certificates
(M ultiple Proiects28-B)
(the "Series B Bonds")
The Series A Bonds are to be Issued fo r the
purpose of fina ncing lob tra in in g pro
g r a m s under Chapter 260E of the code of
J Iowa, as amended (the " A c t" ) and the Sef rles B Bonds are to be Issued fo r the pu r
pose of financing fob tra in in g program s
under Section ISA of the Code of Iowa, as
- amended (the "Supplemental A c t" ) .
Separate sealed bids fo r each series o f
Bonds w ill be received at the office of the
President of the College at any tim e p rio r
to 11 :Q0 o clock a.m. on the date of the sale.
The most favorable bids w ill be referred to
the Board of Directors at th e ir meeting to
be held on the date specified above and
each series w ill then be sold to the most fa 
vorable bidder fo r cash, unless the Board
! determ ines to reject e ith er o r both of the
; most favorable bids. The most favorable
><bidder fo r each series shall be the bidder
whose bid produces the lowest tru e inter! est cost, computed as the discount rate
which, when used semiannual compound
ing to determ ine the present value of the
i principal and Interest payments as of the
date of the Bonds, produces an am ount
equal to the purchase price. In the event
two or more bids state the lowest tru e In
terest cost, the sale of the Bonds w ill be
awarded by lot.
The College reserves the rig h t to reduce
the p rin c ip a l am ount of the Bonds to be
sold on the date of the sale on the basis of
the bids received and m a rket conditions.
BOND D E TA ILS : The Bonds are In the
aggregate p rin c ip a l am ount set fo rth
above, to be dated December 1,2000, to be
in the denomination of $5,000, or any inte
gral m u ltip le thereof designated by the
successful bidder w ithin forty-eight hours
' S f f i i ? tanCe0f thC m and >0 ™ at6rVai
Principal Am ount
Series A
Series B
M a tu rity 1
Bonds
Bonds
(J u n e lj
$80,000
$65,000
2002
180,000
150.000
2003
205.000
170.000
2004
235.000
190.000
2005
310.000
255.000
2006
300.000
360.000
2007
390.000
315.000
2008
335.000
410.000
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retained by the College. Checks of the un
successful bidders w ill be p ro m p tly re
turned to each bidder's representative or
by registered m ail.
R E G IS TR A TIO N : The Bonds w ill be
registered as to p rin c ip a l and Interest.
Wells Fargo Bank Iowa, National Associa
tion w ill act as re gistrar of the Bonds and
transfer agent fo rth e College.
PRIOR R E D E M P T IO N : A ny Series A
Bonds m aturing on o r a fte r June 1, 2009,
are subiect to redemption p rio r to th e tr
stated m aturities, In whole o r from tim e to
tim e in part, In numerical order, on June I, *
thereafter at toe ( » ia n o f
on term s of par plus accrued Interest fo
date of call. Any Series B Bonds m aturing
on or after June 1, 2009, are subiect to re
demption p rio r to the ir stated maturities,
in wtiole or from tim e to tim e in part, in nu
m erical order, on June!, 2008, or onany In
terest paym ent date thereafter at the op
tion of the College, upon term s of par plus
accrued Interesfto date of calI.
BOOK E N TR Y SYSTEM : The Bonds
w il I be issued by m eans of a book entry sys
tem w ith no physical distribution of Bonds
made to the public. The Bonds w ill be is
sued, In fu lly registered fo rm and one
Bond, re p re s e n ts
pal amount
“
year, w ill be
Ce
‘ &
- Co.
* as nominee of The Depository
;ede
Trust Company ("D T C "), New York, New
Y ork, which w ill act as securities deposito
ry of the Bonds. Individual purchases of
fhe Bonds m ay be made in The principal
amount of $5,000 or any m ultiple Thereof of
a single m a tu rity through book entries
made on the books and records of DTC and
Its participants. P rincipal and interest are
payable by the re gistrar to DTC or its nom
inee as registered owner of the Bonds.

est wlM be computed on the basis of a 360day year of twelve 30-day months. P rlnci~-oal and Interest w ill be payable by Wells
argo Bank Iowa, N ational Association,
te PayingAgent fo r the College.
■ A U T H O R IT Y : The Series A Bands are
issued under the au thority of Chapter 260E
of the Code of Iowa, as amended, and the
Series B Bonds are issued under the au
th o rity of Section 15A.7of the Code of Iowa,
as amended.
PURPOSE: The proceeds of the issu
ance of the Bonds w ill be used to finance
the tra in in g of w orkers (the " P ro je c ts "),
including the costs of the issuance of the
Bonds and a d m in is tra tiv e expenses. In
Interest paym ents to be neficial
new jobs at the follow ing com panies (the
... rs by participants w ill be the respon
"C om panies") atthefo llo w ln gjocatio ns:
s ib ility of such participants and other nom
A
, COMPANY, LOCATION
inees of beneficial owners. The Purchaser,
ABC V irtu a l C om m unications, Inc.,
as a condition of delivery of the Bonds, w ilt
West Des Motnes, Iowa
be required to deposit the Bonds w ith DTC.
A c m ss D ire c t T e le m a rke tin g , Inc.,
^ D E LIV E R Y OFBONDS: The Bonds w ill
Des Moines, Iowa
be delivered, w ithout expense to the pur
Iowa Telecom m unications Services,
chaser,
at any m u tually acceptable bank
Inc., Newton, Iowa
o r tru st company hi the United States, up
M odern Solutions, Inc., West Des
on fu ll payment in im m ediately available
- Moines, Iowa
cash or federal funds. The Bonds are ex
Pella Corporation, Pella, Iowa
pected to be delivered w ith in th ir ty days
W indsor Window Company, West Des
after
the,sale. Should delivery be delayed
Moines, Iowa
beyond sixty days from date of sale fo r any
, The Prolects are undertaken pursuant to
reason, except fa ilu re of performance by
Industrial New Jobs Training Agreements
the purchaser, the purchaser m ay w ith 
between the College and the Companies.
draw its bids and thereafter its Interest In
The proceeds of the Issuance of the Bonds
liability, fo r the Bonds w ill cease and
w ill also be used to pay related ad m in istra  and
Its bid security w ill be returned without In
tiv e costs of the new lobs tra in in g p ro
terest. When the Bonds are ready for deliv
grams and costs of Issuance.
ery, theC ollege may, give the successful
SECURITY: The Series A Bonds are se
cured by special funds of the College Into ’ bidder five working days notice of the de
livery.date and the College w ifi expect pay
which are deposited a new lobs cre dit from
ment in fu ll on that dote, otherwise reserv
w ithholding taxes authorized under the
ing the right at Its option to determine that
Act and to be received o r derived fro m new
ply w ith theofem ploym ent re sulting fro m each of the
Prolects.
a1Fbe° a d
The Series B Bonds a re secured by a spe
cial fund of the College into which are de bythe purchaser at the tirheofdel i very.
, O F F IC IA L STATE M E N T: P rio r to the
posited a supplem ental new jobs c re d tt
dafe of sale of the Bonds, potential under
fro m w ithholding taxes authorized under
w riters may obtain copies of a prelim inary
the Supplemental A ct and to be received or
o ffic ia l statement in accordance w ith Rule
derived fro m new em ploym ent resulting
^15c2-12(b)(l) under the S ecurities E x
fro m some of the Prolects.
change A ct of 1934 (the " A c t" ) the notice
In addition, each series of Bonds are se
of sale and o ffic ia l bid form s m ay be
cured by a special standby ta x assessed
obtained from the Financial Advisor to the
upon a il ta x a b le p ro p e rty w ith in the
M erged A rea to the extent necessary to
College, Evensen, Dodge, Inc., 601 2nd
pay principal and interest on the Bonds.
Avenue South, Suite 5100, Minneapolis,
P A R IT y BONDS: The College reserves
M innesota 55402, (612) 338-3535, or elec
the righ t to Issue additional bonds payable
t r o n ic a lly
an
th e
w e b s ite
at
fro m th e same sources and ranking on a
httpwww.evensendodge.com. The Col
p a rity w ith each series of the Bonds.
lege w ill provide the purchasers of the
INTEREST RATE AND B ID D IN G REBonds w ith copies of a final official state
U IR E M E N T S : The tw o series of Bonds
m ent In accordance w ith the Rule 15c2all be sold separately. Bidders m ay bid
12(b) (3) under the Act.
on one o r both series of Bonds. The Bonds
, CONTINUING DISCLOSURE: The Col
shall bear interest at a rate o r rates to be
lege w ill agree In the Resolution to be
fixed by the bids the refo r, expressed In
adopted on The date of sale to provide or
m u ltip les of 1/8 o r 1/20 of 1%, o r both. No
cause to be provided, in accordance w ith
Bond shall bear m ore than one interest
the requirem ents of Rule 15C2-12 (the
rate, a ll Bonds of a series m aturing In any
" R u le " ) prom ulgated by the Securities
one yea r shall c a rry the same inte rest
and Exchange Commission, (i) on or prior
rate, and each rate of Interest specified fo r
to January l, 2002 and on or prio r to Janu
Bonds of any m a tu rity sha ll not be less
a ry 1 of each year thereafter, certalnannuthan a rate of Interest specified fo r an ear al fina ncial info rm atio n and operating
lie r m a tu rity of the same series. No pro data. Including audited fina ncial state
posal for the purchase of less than all of the
ments fo r the preceding fiscal year (pro
bonds of the sa me series or at a price less
vided that the College snail not be obligat
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DES MOINES SUNDAY REGISTER
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newspapers of general circulation printed and
published in the City of Des Moines, Polk County,
Iowa, and that an advertisement, à printed copy of
-which is attached as Exhibit “A” and made a part of'
this affidavit, was printed and published in The Des,
Moines Register (daily) bn thé following dates .

— LL
Subscribed and sworn to before me by said affiant
thisc^§^2rday of / ?
J.
7 è jc O
Notary Public in and for Polk County, Iowa

Public Hearing
December 12, 2000
Attachment #1

Ankeny, Iowa
December 11, 2000

The Board o f Directors o f the Des Moines Area Community College (Merged Area XI) in
the Counties of Adair, Audubon, Boone, Carroll, Cass, Clarke, Crawford, Dallas, Greene,
Guthrie, Hamilton, Hardin, Jasper, Lucas, Madison, Mahaska, Marion, Marshall, Polk,
Poweshiek, Shelby, Story and Warren, State of Iowa met in regular session on the 11th day of
December, 2000, at 4:00 p.m. in the DMACC Commons Building on the Campus of the College
in Ankeny, Iowa.
The meeting was called to order and there were present
Doug Shull_____________ s President of the Board, in the chair, and the following named
Board Members:

Harold B elken, Dale Froehlich, Steve Goodhue, Naomi Neu,
Joe Pugel, Wayne R ouse, Doug Shull, Madelyn T u rsi, Rena Wilson
Absent:

None_____________________________________________________

The Board investigated and found that notice o f intention to issue New Jobs Training
Certificates (Multiple Projects 28), in an aggregate amount not to exceed $4,705,000 had, as
directed by the Board, been duly given according to law.
This being the time and place specified in the notice for the conduct of the public hearing
on the proposal to issue such New Jobs Training Certificates, the President announced that all
local residents attending the hearing would now be given an opportunity to express their views
for or against the proposal to issue the New Jobs Training Certificates. The following local
residents attending the hearing expressed their views as follows:

(Here set out names o f residents appearing and summary o f any views expressed.
If none, insert the word None.")

$W P M 4 A 8 5 .d o c( 1)

-2After all local residents who appeared at the meeting who desired to do so had expressed
their views for or against the proposal to issue the Certificates, Board Member F roehlich
introduced and caused to be read a Resolution entitled:
"RESOLUTION TO PROCEED WITH THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF NEW
JOBS TRAINING CERTIFICATES (MULTIPLE PROJECTS 28), IN AN
AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $4,705,000,"
and moved its adoption, seconded by Board Member
Goodhue
■ After due
consideration o f said resolution by the Board the President put the question on the motion and
upon the roll being called, the following named Board Members voted:
Ayes:
N ays:

B elk en , F ro e h lic h , Goodhue, Neu, P u g el, R ouse, S hull, Tur s i, Wilson
None______________________________________________________

Whereupon the President declared said resolution, a copy of which is attached hereto,
duly adopted and signed his approval thereto.

Doug ShullTFresident of the Board of
Directors
Attest:

Trudy Little, Secretary of the Board of
Directors

RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION TO PROCEED WITH THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF NEW
JOBS TRAINING CERTIFICATES (MULTIPLE PROJECTS 28), IN AN
AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $4,705,000.
WHEREAS, Des Moines Area Community College (hereinafter referred to as the
"College"), o f the Counties o f Adair, Audubon, Boone, Carroll, Cass, Clarke, Crawford, Dallas,
Greene, Guthrie, Hamilton, Hardin, Jasper, Lucas, Madison, Mahaska, Marion, Marshall, Polk,
Poweshiek, Shelby, Story and Warren, State of Iowa (the area served by the College being
hereinafter referred to as the "Merged Area"), is an area community college and a body politic
organized and existing under the laws o f the State of Iowa, and is authorized and empowered by
Chapter 260E of the Code o f Iowa, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the "Act"), to issue
New Jobs Training Certificates and use the proceeds from the sale o f said Certificates to defray
all or a portion o f the cost o f a "New Jobs Training Program" as that term is defined in the Act,
including the program costs, the purpose of which is to encourage industry and trade to locate
and expand within the State o f Iowa (the "State") in order to create jobs and employment
opportunities and to improve the economic welfare of the residents of the State; and
WHEREAS, the College is also authorized and empowered by Section 15A.7 of the Code
o f Iowa, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the "Supplemental Act"), to issue New Jobs
Training Certificates under the Supplemental Act and payable from a supplemental new jobs
credit from withholding authorized under the Supplemental Act and to use the proceeds from the
sale o f said Certificates to fund the program services for an additional New Jobs Training
Program; and
WHEREAS, the College has undertaken negotiations with respect to New Jobs Training
Programs with the companies set forth below (hereinafter referred to as the "Companies"),
pursuant to the provisions o f the Act and the Supplemental Act for the purpose of establishing
job training programs (hereinafter referred to as the "Projects") to educate and train workers for
new jobs with the Companies at their facilities located or to be located in the Merged Area served
by the College, which Projects will be beneficial to the Companies and the College:
Company

Location

ABC Virtual Communication, Inc.
Access Direct Telemarketing, Inc.
Iowa Telecommunications Services, Inc.
Modem Solutions, Inc.
Pella Corporation
Windsor Window Company

West Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa
Newton, Iowa
West Des Moines, Iowa
Pella, Iowa
West Des Moines, Iowa

WHEREAS, the Projects will include jobs which the Companies have agreed will qualify
for the supplemental new jobs credit from withholding authorized under the Supplemental Act

-2and the College has determined that the starting wages which the Companies have agreed to pay
make such jobs eligible for the supplemental new jobs credit from withholding authorized under
the Supplemental Act; and
WHEREAS, the College has determined that the aggregate amount necessary to defray all
or a portion o f the cost o f the Projects, including necessary expenses incidental thereto, will
require the issuance by the College of its New Jobs Training Certificates pursuant to the
provisions o f the Act in the amount of $2,585,000 and its Taxable New Jobs Training
Certificates pursuant to the provisions of the Supplemental Act in the amount of $2,120,000 for
the purpose o f funding the Projects in the amounts set forth below opposite the name of each
Company:

Company
ABC Virtual Communication, Inc.
Access Direct Telemarketing, Inc.
Iowa Telecommunications Services,
Inc.
Modem Solutions, Inc.
Pella Corporation
Windsor Window Company
Total

Certificates
Under the Act

Certificates
Under the
Supplemental Act

Total Amount

$484,000
347,500
1,001,000

$483,000
34,000
923,000

$967,000
381,500
1,924,000

97,000
562,000
93,500

96,500
551,000
32,500

. 193,500
1,113,000
126.000

$2,585,000

$2,120,000

$4,705,000

WHEREAS, it is proposed to finance the costs of the Projects through the issuance under
the Act o f New Jobs Training Certificates (Multiple Projects 28-A) o f the College in an
aggregate principal amount o f $2,585,000 (the "Act Certificates") and through the issuance under
the Supplemental Act o f Taxable New Jobs Training Certificates (Multiple Projects 28-B) of the
College in an aggregate principal amount of $2,120,000 (the "Supplemental Act Certificates")
(the Act Certificates and the Supplemental Act Certificates are referred to in the aggregate as the
“Certificates”); and
WHEREAS, notice o f intention to issue New Jobs Training Certificates (Multiple
Projects 28) in an amount not to exceed $4,705,000, has, as directed by the Board o f Directors,
been duly given in compliance with the Act, the Supplemental Act and Section 147 of the
Internal Revenue Code o f 1986; and
WHEREAS, a public hearing has been held on the proposal to issue the Certificates at the
time and place as specified in said notice and all objections or other comments relating to the
issuance of the Certificates have been heard.

-3NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF DES
MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. That it is hereby determined that it is necessary and advisable that the College
proceed with the issuance o f New Jobs Training Certificates (Multiple Projects 28) of the
College in an aggregate amount not to exceed $4,705,000, as authorized and permitted by the Act
and the Supplemental Act to finance the cost of the Projects to that amount.
Section 2. That all objections and comments relating to the issuance of the Certificates
have been heard and all such objections are hereby overruled.
Section 3. That the officers o f the College are hereby authorized and directed to do any
and all things deemed necessary in order to effect the accomplishment of the Projects and the
issuance and the sale o f the Certificates.
Section 4. That all resolutions and parts thereof in conflict herewith are hereby repealed
to the extent of such conflict.
Section 5. That this Resolution shall become effective immediately upon its passage and
approval.
Passed and approved this 11th day of December, 2000.

______________

Doug ShullTrresident o f the Board of
Directors
Attest:

Trudy Little, Secretary of the Board
o f Directors

-4STATE OF IOWA
COUNTY OF POLK
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I, Trudy Little, Secretary o f the Board o f Directors of the Des Moines Area Community
College, do hereby certify that I have in my possession or have access to the complete corporate
records o f said College and o f its Board of Directors and officers; and that I have carefully
compared the transcript hereto attached with the aforesaid corporate records and that said
transcript hereto attached is a true, correct and complete copy of all of the corporate records
showing the action taken with respect to the matters set forth therein by the Board of Directors of
said College on December 11, 2000, which proceedings remain in full force and effect, and have
not been amended or rescinded in any way; that such meeting was duly and publicly held in
accordance with the Notice o f Meeting and tentative agenda, a copy of which was timely served
on each member o f the Board o f Directors and posted on a bulletin board or other prominent
place easily accessible to the public and clearly designated for that purpose at the principal office
o f the Board o f Directors (a copy of the face sheet of said agenda being attached hereto) pursuant
to the rules of the Board o f Directors and the provisions of Chapter 21, Code of Iowa, as
amended, upon reasonable advance notice to the public and media at least twenty-four (24) hours
prior to the commencement of the meeting as required by said law and with members o f the
public in attendance. I further certify that the individuals named in the attached proceedings
were on the date thereof duly and lawfully possessed of their respective offices as indicated
therein, that no Board o f Directors vacancies existed except as may be stated in said proceedings,
and that no controversy or litigation is pending, prayed or threatened involving the organization,
existence or boundaries o f the College or the right of the individuals named therein as officers to
their respective positions.
WITNESS my hand hereto affixed this 11th day o f December, 2000.

Secretary of the E$ard of Directors

DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Board of Directors
Regular Board Meeting
December 11, 2000
Eldon Leonard Boardroom - DMACC Commons
Ankeny, Iowa
1.

Call to order - immediately following public hearing.

2.

Roll call.

3.

Consideration of tentative agenda.

4.

Public comments.

5.

Presentation: Story County Consortium, Scott Ocken and John Russell, Instructors,
Automotive Technology.

6.

Consideration of minutes from the November 13, 2000 public hearing and regular board
meeting.

7.

Board Report 00-136. A resolution authorizing the issuance of $4,705,000 new jobs
training certificates (Multiple Projects 28) and providing for the securing of such
certificates for the purpose of carrying out new jobs training programs.

8.

Board Report 00-137. A resolution directing the sale of new jobs training certificates in
the aggregate principal amount of $4,705,000.

9.

Board Report 00-138. A resolution approving the form and content and execution and
delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter 260F, Code of Iowa, for
Clement Claibourne corporation Project #2.

10.

Board Report 00-139. A resolution approving the form and content and execution and
delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter 260F, Code of Iowa, for
Paragon International, Inc.

11.

Board Report 00-140. A resolution approving the form and content and execution and
delivery of a retraining or training agreement under Chapter 260F, Code of Iowa, for
Schafer Systems, Inc.

12.

Board Report 00-141. Appointment of Joseph S. Smith to the DMACC Foundation
Boone Board of Directors.

13.

Board Report 00-142. Sale of student built house.

14.

Board Report 00-143. Human Resourcesreport.

15.

Consideration of payables.

16.

Presentation of financial report.

17.

President’s report.

Board member’s report.
Closed session - evaluation/performance.
Information items:
A.
December 22, 2000 - campuses close at noon for the holidays.
B.
January 2, 2001 - campuses open.
C.
January 8, 2001 - regular board meeting - 4:00 p.m. Ankeny Campus.
Adjourn.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
2006 South Ankeny Boulevard
Ankeny, Iowa

REGULAR MEETING
DECEMBER 11, 2000

ROLL CALL

The regular meeting of the Des Moines Area Community College
Board of Directors was held at the Eldon Leonard Boardroom,
* Ankeny Campus on December 11, 2000. Because of inclement
weather, board members conducted this meeting over the
telephone. Board President Shull called the meeting to order at
4:05 p.m.
Members present:
Harold Belken
Dale Froehlich
Steve Goodhue
Naomi Neu
Joe Pugel
Wayne Rouse
Doug Shull
Madelyn Tursi
Rena Wilson
Others present:
Darrell Roberts, Vice President, Business Services
Trudy Little, Board Secretary

APPROVE TENTATIVE
AGENDA

Doug Shull requested that the board consider tabling a portion of the
agenda for the January 8, 2001 board meeting and consider items
#4, Public Comments; #6 Minutes; #7 Issuance of new jobs training
certificates; #8 Sale of new jobs training certificates; #14 and 14A,
Human Resources Report, with addendum; #15 Payables; and #16
Financial Report at this time. Goodhue made a motion to approve
the amended agenda as requested; second by Neu.
Motion passed unanimously. Aye-Belken, Froehlich, Goodhue, Neu,
Pugel, rouse, Shull, Tursi, Wilson. Nay-none.

APPROVE MINUTES

Having no corrections to the minutes of the November 13, 2000
public hearing and regular board meeting, President Shull declared
the minutes approved as presented.

APPROVE ISSUANCE OF
NEW JOBS TRAINING
CERTIFICATES (MULTIPLE
PROJECTS 28)

Board Report 00-136. Goodhue made a motion; second by Pugel
that the Board approve a resolution authorizing the issuance of
$4,705,000 new jobs training certificates (Multiple Projects 28) and
providing for the securing of such certificates for the purpose of
carrying out new jobs training programs. Attachment #2.
Motion passed on a roll call vote. Aye-Belken, Froehlich, Goodhue,
Neu, Pugel, Rouse, Shull, Tursi, Wilson. Nay-none.

APPROVE SALE OF NEW
JOBS TRAINING
CERTIFICATES

Board Report 00-137. Belken made a motion; second by Tursi that
the Board approve a resolution directing the sale of new jobs training
certificates in the amount of $4,705,000. Attachment #3.
Motion passed on a roll call vote. Aye-Belken, Froehlich, Goodhue,
Neu, Pugel, Rouse, Shull, Tursi, Wilson. Nay-none.

APPROVE HUMAN
RESOURCES REPORT

Board Report 00-143. Belken made a motion that the Board
approve the Human Resources report, with addendum, as presented
in Attachment #4 to these minutes; second by Pugel.
Motion passed unanimously. Aye-Belken, Froehlich, Goodhue, Neu,
Pugel, Rouse, Shull, Tursi, Wilson. Nay-none.

APPROVE PAYABLES

Belken made a motion to approve the payables as presented in
Attachment # 5 to these minutes; second by Neu.
Motion passed unanimously. Aye-Belken, Froehlich, Goodhue, Neu,
Pugel, Rouse, Shull, Tursi, Wilson. Nay-none.

FINANCIAL REPORT

Darrell Roberts, Vice President, Business Services, presented the
November 2000 financial report as shown in Attachment #6 to these
minutes.

ADJOURN

A motion to adjourn was made by Neu; second by Belken.
Motion passed unanimously and at 4:15 p.m. Board President Shull
adjourned the meeting.

DOUG SHULL, Board President

TRUDY LITTLE, Board Secretary

Regular Board Mtg.
December 12, 2000
Attachment: #2

Ankeny, Iowa
December 11, 2000
The Board o f Directors o f the Des Moines Area Community College (Merged Area XI)
in the Counties o f Adair, Audubon, Boone, Carroll, Cass, Clarke, Crawford, Dallas, Greene,
Guthrie, Hamilton, Hardin, Jasper, Lucas, Madison, Mahaska, Marion, Marshall, Polk,
Poweshiek, Shelby, Story and Warren, state o f Iowa met in regular session on the 11th day of
December, 2000, at 4:00 p.m. in the DMACC Commons Building on the Campus o f the College
in Ankeny, Iowa. The meeting was called to order and there were present D oug Shull ,
President o f the Board, in the chair, and the following named Board Members:

Harold B elken, Dale Froehlich, Steve Goodhue, Naomi Neu,
Joe P ugel, Wayne R ouse, Doug Shull, Madelyn T ursi, Rena Wilson
.
Absent:

None

Matters were discussed concerning the new jobs training agreements between the College
and various companies and the issuance of New Jobs Training Certificates in order to fund the
training programs. Following a discussion of the proposal, Board Member Goodhue______
introduced and caused to be read a resolution entitled "Resolution Authorizing the Issuance of
$4,705,000 New Jobs Training Certificates (Multiple Projects 28) and Providing for the Securing
o f Such Certificates for the Purpose o f Carrying Out New Jobs Training Programs"; and moved
its adoption. The motion was seconded by Board Member
Pugel__________ . After due
consideration of said resolution by the Board, the President put the question on the motion and,
the roll being called, the following named Board Members voted:
Ayes: B elken, F roehlich, Goodhue, Neu, Pugel, Rouse, Shull, T u rsi, Wilson
Nays:

NOne_____________________________________________________

Whereupon, the President declared the resolution, a copy o f which is attached hereto,
duly adopted and signed his approval thereto.

•esident or
orthe
President
the Board o f Dire
Directors
Attest:

Secretary o f the Board o f Directors
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RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF $4,705,000
NEW
JOBS
TRAINING CERTIFICATES
(MULTIPLE
PROJECTS 28) AND PROVIDING FOR THE SECURING OF
SUCH CERTIFICATES FOR THE PURPOSE OF CARRYING
OUT NEW JOBS TRAINING PROGRAMS
WHEREAS, Des Moines Area Community College (hereinafter referred to as the
"College"), o f the Counties of Adair, Audubon, Boone, Carroll, Cass, Clarke, Crawford, Dallas,
Greene, Guthrie, Hamilton, Hardin, Jasper, Lucas, Madison, Mahaska, Marion, Marshall, Polk,
Poweshiek, Shelby, Story and Warren, State of Iowa (the area served by the College being
hereinafter referred to as the "Merged Area"), is an area community college and a body politic
organized and existing under the laws o f the State of Iowa, and is authorized and empowered by
Chapter 260E o f the Code o f Iowa, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the "Act"), to issue
New Jobs Training Certificates and use the proceeds from the sale of said Certificates to defray
all or a portion of the cost o f a "New Jobs Training Program" as that term is defined in the Act,
including the program costs, the purpose o f which is to encourage industry and trade to locate
and expand within the State o f Iowa (the "State") in order to create jobs and employment
opportunities and to improve the economic welfare of the residents of the State; and
WHEREAS, the College is also authorized and empowered by Section 15A.7 of the Code
o f Iowa, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the "Supplemental Act"), to issue New Jobs
Training Certificates under the Supplemental Act and payable from a supplemental new jobs
credit from withholding authorized under the Supplemental Act and to use the proceeds from the
sale o f said Certificates to fund the program services for an additional New Jobs Training
Program; and
WHEREAS, the College has undertaken negotiations with respect to New Jobs Training
Programs with the companies set forth below (hereinafter referred to as the "Companies"),
pursuant to the provisions o f the Act and the Supplemental Act for the purpose of establishing
job training programs (hereinafter referred to as the "Projects") to educate and train workers for
new jobs with the Companies at their facilities located or to be located in the Merged Area
served by the College, which Projects will be beneficial to the Companies and the College:
Company

Location

ABC Virtual Communication, Inc.
Access Direct Telemarketing, Inc.
Iowa Telecommunications Services, Inc.
Modem Solutions, Inc.
Pella Corporation
Windsor Window Company

West Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa
Newton, Iowa
West Des Moines, Iowa
Pella, Iowa
West Des Moines, Iowa

WHEREAS, the Projects will include jobs which the Companies have agreed will qualify
for the supplemental new jobs credit from withholding authorized under the Supplemental Act
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and the College has determined that the starting wages which the Companies have agreed to pay
make such jobs eligible for the supplemental new jobs credit from withholding authorized under
the Supplemental Act; and
WHEREAS, the College and the Companies have heretofore entered into Industrial New
Jobs Training Agreements (the "Agreements") as authorized by the Act; and
WHEREAS, the Act authorizes the College to issue New Jobs Training Certificates with
respect to a single project or multiple projects and the College has determined that it will be
beneficial to the College and the Companies to issue New Jobs Training Certificates which will
provide the aggregate funding for all o f the Projects; and
WHEREAS, the College has determined that the aggregate amount necessary to defray
all or a portion o f the cost o f the Projects, including necessary expenses incidental thereto, will
require the issuance by the College o f its New Jobs Training Certificates pursuant to the
provisions o f the Act in the amount of $2,585,000 and its Taxable New Jobs Training
Certificates pursuant to the provisions o f the Supplemental Act in the amount of $2,120,000 for
the purpose o f funding the Projects in the amounts set forth below opposite the name of each
Company:

Company
ABC Virtual Communication, Inc.
Access Direct Telemarketing, Inc.
Iowa Telecommunications Services,
Inc.
M odem Solutions, Inc.
Pella Corporation
Windsor Window Company
Total

Certificates
Under the Act

Certificates
Under the
Supplemental Act

Total Amount

$484,000
347,500
1,001,000

$483,000
34,000
923,000

$967,000
381,500
1,924,000

97,000
562,000
93,500

96,500
551,000
32,500

193,500
1,113,000
126,000

$2,585,000

$2,120,000

$4,705,000

WHEREAS, it is proposed to finance the costs of the Projects through the issuance under
the Act o f New Jobs Training Certificates (Multiple Projects 28-A) of the College in an
aggregate principal amount o f $2,585,000 (the "Series A Certificates") and through the issuance
under the Supplemental Act o f Taxable New Jobs Training Certificates (Multiple Projects 28-B)
o f the College in an aggregate principal amount of $2,120,000 (the "Series B Certificates") (the
Series A Certificates and the Series B Certificates are referred to in the aggregate as the
“Certificates” or the “Bonds”); and
WHEREAS, the College may adopt a resolution pursuant to the Act and the Agreements,
under which a special tax fund is created (which special fund is hereinafter referred to as the
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"Series A Standby Tax Fund") in order to assure payment of the principal of and interest on
Series A Certificates issued under authority of the Act, and pursuant to which resolution the
Series A Standby Tax Fund may be irrevocably pledged by the College for the payment of
principal and interest on such certificates; and
WHEREAS, the College may adopt a resolution pursuant to the Supplemental Act and
the Agreements, under which a special tax fund is created (which special fund is hereinafter
referred to as the "Series B Standby Tax Fund") in order to assure payment of the principal of
and interest on Series B Certificates issued under authority of the Supplemental Act, and
pursuant to which resolution the Series B Standby Tax Fund may be irrevocably pledged by the
College for the payment o f principal and interest on such certificates; and
WHEREAS, the College has heretofore published a notice of the proposal to issue the
Bonds and the right to appeal the decision of the Board o f Directors to issue the Bonds as
required by the Act and the Supplemental Act, and has held a public hearing on the proposal to
issue the Bonds at which all residents of the Merged Area were given an opportunity to be heard
on the proposal, and the Board is therefore now authorized to proceed with the issuance of the
Bonds; and
WHEREAS, it is now necessary and advisable that provisions be made for the issuance of
the Bonds in the aggregate amount of $4,705,000 pursuant to the provisions of the Act and the
Supplemental Act, payable from the Series A Standby Tax Fund, the Series B Standby Tax Fund
and the revenues and other funds derived from or held in connection with the undertaking and
carrying out o f the Projects;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. Definitions. The following terms shall have the following meanings in this
Resolution unless the text expressly or by implication requires otherwise:
(a)

"Act" shall mean Chapter 260E of the Code of Iowa, as amended;

(b)
"Agreements" shall mean the Industrial New Jobs Training
Agreements entered into between the College and each of the Companies;
(c)
"Board" shall mean the Board of Directors of the College, or its
successor in function with respect to the operation and control of the Projects;
(d)
"Bonds" or "Certificates" shall mean the aggregate of the Series A
Certificates and the Series B Certificates;
(e)
amended;

"Code" shall mean the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
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(f)
"College" or "Issuer" shall mean Des Moines Area Community
College, Ankeny, Iowa;
(g)
"Companies" shall mean the following Companies, and any
successors and assigns:
Company

Location

ABC Virtual Communication, Inc.
Access Direct Telemarketing, Inc.
Iowa Telecommunications Services, Inc.
Modem Solutions, Inc.
Pella Corporation
Windsor Window Company

West Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa
Newton, Iowa
West Des Moines, Iowa
Pella, Iowa
West Des Moines, Iowa

(h)
"Fiscal Year" shall mean the twelve months' period beginning on
July 1 of each year and ending on the last day of June of the following year, or
any other consecutive twelve month period adopted by the Board or by law as the
official accounting period of the College;
(i)

[omitted];

(j)
"Independent Auditor" shall mean an independent firm of Certified
Public Accountants or the Auditor of State;
(k)
"Net Revenues" shall mean funds provided from each Project by
the New Jobs Credit From Withholding as provided by the Act and the
Agreements;
(1)
"New Jobs Credit From Withholding" means the new jobs credit
from withholding to be derived from new employment and paid to the College in
connection with the Projects for deposit in the Revenue Fund pursuant to the Act
and the Agreements;
(m) "Original Purchaser" shall mean the purchasers of the Bonds from
the College at the time of their original issuance;
(n)
“Other Projects” shall mean any “project” as defined in Section
260E.2 of the Act undertaken by the College pursuant to the Act or the
Supplemental Act.
(o)
“Outstanding Certificates” shall mean any New Jobs Training
Certificates, loan or advances, issued or made by the College under the
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authorization of the Act or the Supplemental Act and then outstanding.
(p)
"Parity Bonds" shall mean New Jobs Training Certificates payable
solely from the Net Revenues or the Supplemental Revenues on an equal basis
with the Bonds herein authorized to be issued;
(q)
"Paying Agent" shall mean Wells Fargo Bank Iowa, National
Association, or such successor as may be approved by the College as prescribed
herein and who shall carry out the duties prescribed herein as the College's agent
to provide for the payment o f principal of and interest on the Bonds as the same
shall become due;
(r)
"President" shall mean the President of the Board or such other
officer o f a successor governing body as shall be charged with substantially the
same duties and responsibilities;
(s)
"Project Funds" shall mean the funds established under Section 2
o f this Resolution into which the proceeds of the sale of the Series A Certificates
shall be deposited in accordance with Section 2 and which shall be used for the
payment o f the costs of the Projects and as otherwise provided herein;
(t)
"Projects" shall mean the training arrangements and new jobs
training programs which are the subject of the Agreements;
(u)
"Registrar" shall be Wells Fargo Bank Iowa, National Association
o f Des Moines, Iowa or such successor as may be approved by the College as
provided herein and who shall carry out the duties prescribed herein with respect
to maintaining a registrar o f the owners of the Bonds. Unless otherwise specified
by the College, the Registrar shall also act as Transfer Agent for the Bonds;
(v)
"Revenue Fund" shall mean the fund created under Section 4 of
this Resolution into which the Net Revenues shall be deposited;
(w)
"Secretary" shall mean the Secretary of the Board or such other
officer o f a successor governing body as shall be charged with substantially the
same duties and responsibilities with respect to the recording and payment of the
Bonds issued hereunder;
(x)
“Series A Certificates” shall mean the New Jobs Training
Certificates (Multiple Projects 28-A) of the College in an aggregate principal
amount of $2,585,000 authorized to be issued under this Resolution and the Act;
(y)
"Series A Standby Tax" shall mean the tax levied under Section 9
o f this Resolution in accordance with the Act;
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(z)
"Series A Standby Tax Fund" shall mean the fund created under
Section 6 o f this Resolution and authorized by Section 260E.6(4) of the Code of
Iowa, as amended;
(aa)
“Series B Certificates” shall mean the Taxable New Jobs Training
Certificates (Multiple Projects 28-B) of the College in an aggregate principal
amount of $2,120,000 authorized to be issued under this Resolution and the
Supplemental Act.
(bb)
"Series B Funds" shall mean the funds established under Section 3
o f this Resolution into which the proceeds of the sale of the Series B Certificates
shall be deposited in accordance with Section 3 and which shall be used for the
payment of the costs o f certain o f the Projects and as otherwise provided herein;
(cc)
"Series B Standby Tax" shall mean the tax levied under Section 10
o f this Resolution in accordance with the Supplemental Act;
(dd)
"Series B Standby Tax Fund" shall mean the fund created under
Section 7 of this Resolution and authorized by Section 260E.6(4) of the Code of
Iowa, as amended;
(ee)
"Supplemental Act" shall mean Sections 15A.7 and 15A.8 o f the
Code of Iowa, as amended;
(ff)
"Supplemental Fund" shall mean the fund created under Section 5
o f this Resolution into which the Supplemental Revenues shall be deposited;
(gg)
"Supplemental New Jobs Credit From Withholding" means the
supplemental new jobs credit from withholding to be derived from new
employment and paid to the College in connection with the Projects for deposit in
the Supplemental Fund pursuant to the Supplemental Act and the Agreements;
(hh) “Supplemental Revenues" shall mean funds provided from the
Projects by the Supplemental New Jobs Credit From Withholding as provided by
the Supplemental Act and the Agreements;
(ii)
"Treasurer" shall mean the College Treasurer or such other officer
as shall succeed to the same duties and responsibilities with respect to the
recording and payment of the Bonds issued hereunder.
Section 2. Authorization and Purpose. There are hereby authorized to be issued pursuant
to the Act and the Supplemental Act and in compliance with the laws and Constitution of the
State, New Jobs Training Certificates of the College for the purpose of carrying out the Projects
in accordance with the Act, the Supplemental Act and the Agreements. The College shall issue

New Jobs Training Certificates in the amounts and designated as follows:
$2,585,000
Des Moines Area Community College
New Jobs Training Certificates
(Multiple Projects 28-A)
$2 ,120,000

Des Moines Area Community College
Taxable New Jobs Training Certificates
(Multiple Projects 28-B)
There are hereby authorized, established and created special funds of the College to be
designated according to the Company and Project to be funded from each fund and each to be
referred to (with the name of the appropriate Company inserted) as "Project
Fund-______________Project".
The proceeds of the issuance of the Series A Certificates shall be deposited in the Project
Funds in the following amounts (which amounts may be subject to adjustment to reflect any
discount to the Original Purchaser and otherwise in the discretion of officers of the College prior
to issuance of the Bonds):
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Company

Amount

ABC Virtual Communication, Inc.
Access Direct Telemarketing, Inc.
Iowa Telecommunications Services, Inc.
Modem Solutions, Inc.
Pella Corporation
Windsor Window Company

$484,000
347,500
1,001,000
97,000
562,000
93,500

Amounts in the Project Funds shall be used for the payment of the costs of the Projects,
including administrative costs, with each Project Fund used for the Project to which it applies.
Amounts in the Project Funds may also be used for the payment o f the issuance costs of the
Series A Certificates and for the payment o f the principal and interest on the Series A Certificates
to the extent that amounts in the Revenue Fund are insufficient for such purpose. Any earnings
on the Project Funds shall be deposited in the Project Funds and used for the payment of the
costs o f the Projects. Any amounts remaining in a Project Fund upon completion of a Project
and payment o f all related costs, shall be used to prepay Series A Certificates at the earliest
opportunity.
Section 3. Creation of Series B Funds. There are hereby authorized, established and
created special funds of the College to be designated according to the Company and Project to be
funded from each fund and each to be referred to (with the name of the appropriate Company
inserted) as "Series B Fund-______________ Project".
The proceeds of the issuance of the Series B Certificates shall be deposited in the Series
B Funds in the following amounts (which amounts may be subject to adjustment to reflect any
discount to the Original Purchaser and otherwise in the discretion of officers of the College prior
to issuance o f the Bonds):
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Company

Amount

ABC Virtual Communication, Inc.
Access Direct Telemarketing, Inc.
Iowa Telecommunications Services, Inc.
Modem Solutions, Inc.
Pella Corporation
Windsor Window Company

$483,000
34,000
923,000
96,500
551,000
32,500

Amounts in the Series B Funds shall be used for the payment of the costs of the Projects
for the Companies set forth above, including administrative costs, with each Series B Fund used
for the Project to which it applies. Amounts in the Series B Funds may also be used for the
payment o f the issuance costs of the Series B Certificates and for the payment of the principal
and interest on the Series B Certificates to the extent that amounts in the Supplemental Fund are
insufficient for such purpose. Any earnings on the Series B Funds shall be deposited in the
Series B Funds and used for the payment o f the costs of the Projects for the Companies set forth
above or for any other lawful purpose designated by the College. Any amounts remaining in a
Series B Fund upon completion o f a Project and payment of all related costs, shall be used to
prepay Series B Certificates at the earliest opportunity.
Section 4. Creation of Revenue Fund. There is hereby authorized, created and
established a special fund to be designated the "Des Moines Area Community College Revenue
Fund, Multiple Projects 28-A", for the receipt of the Net Revenues. Amounts in the Revenue
Fund shall be used to pay the principal of and interest on the Series A Certificates as the same
shall become due, or, in the case of a prepayment of principal, at the direction of the College; and
may also be used, after the payment o f principal and interest on the Series A Certificates, as the
same becomes due year by year, for the payment of costs of the Projects and Other Projects,
including administrative costs, and may be applied by the College to the reduction of any
Outstanding Certificates. Officials o f the College shall keep separate records with respect to the
source o f all amounts deposited in the Revenue Fund. Any earnings on the Revenue Fund shall
be deposited in the Revenue Fund and used to the extent necessary to pay the principal and
interest on the Series A Certificates as the same shall become due. Any excess amounts may be
transferred from the Revenue Fund and used for any lawful purpose designated by the College.
Any amounts remaining in the Revenue Fund after the Bonds, and interest due thereon, have
been satisfied and discharged as provided in this Resolution, may be used for any lawful purpose
designated by the College.
Section 5. Creation o f Supplemental Fund. There is hereby authorized, created and
established a special fund to be designated the "Des Moines Area Community College
Supplemental Fund, Multiple Projects 28-B", for the receipt of the Supplemental Revenues.
Amounts in the Supplemental Fund shall be used to pay the principal of and interest on the Series
B Certificates as the same shall become due, or, in the case of a prepayment of principal, at the
direction o f the College; and may also be used, after the payment of principal and interest on the

Series B Certificates, as the same becomes due year by year, for the payment of costs of the
Projects funded from the Series B Certificates and Other Projects, including administrative costs,
and may be applied by the College to the reduction of any Outstanding Certificates. Officials of
the College shall keep separate records with respect to the source of all amounts deposited in the
Supplemental Fund. Any earnings on the Supplemental Fund shall be deposited in the
Supplemental Fund and used to the extent necessary to pay the principal and interest on the
Series A Certificates as the same shall become due. Any excess amounts may be transferred
from the Supplemental Fund and used for any lawful purpose designated by the College. Any
amounts remaining in the Supplemental Fund after the Bonds, and interest due thereon, have
been satisfied and discharged as provided in this Resolution, may be used for any lawful purpose
designated by the College.
Section 6. Creation of the Series A Standby Tax Fund. There is hereby authorized,
created and established a special fund to be designated the "Des Moines Area Community
College Series A Standby Tax Fund, Multiple Projects 28-A", for the receipt of taxes levied in
connection with the Projects and as provided in Section 9 of this Resolution upon all taxable
property in the Merged Area. Revenues from this fund shall be expended only for the payment,
of principal and interest on the Series A Certificates when the Net Revenues are insufficient to
meet the principal and interest payments on the Series A Certificates in any year. If payments
are necessary and made from the Series A Standby Tax Fund, the amount of the payments shall
be promptly repaid into the Series A Standby Tax Fund from the first available Net Revenues
which are not required for the payment of principal of or interest on Series A Certificates when
due. No reserves may be built up in the Series A Standby Tax Fund in anticipation of a projected
default.
Section 7. Creation o f the Series B Standby Tax Fund. There is hereby authorized,
created and established a special fund to be designated the "Des Moines Area Community
College Series B Standby Tax Fund, Multiple Projects 28-B", for the receipt of taxes levied in
connection with the Projects and as provided in Section 10 of this Resolution upon all taxable
property in the Merged Area. Revenues from this fund shall be expended only for the payment
o f principal and interest on the Series B Certificates when the Supplemental Revenues are
insufficient to meet the principal and interest payments on the Series B Certificates in any year.
If payments are necessary and made from the Series B Standby Tax Fund, the amount of the
payments shall be promptly repaid into the Series B Standby Tax Fund from the first available
Supplemental Revenues which are not required for the payment of principal of or interest on
Series B Certificates when due. No reserves may be built up in the Series B Standby Tax Fund
in anticipation of a projected default.
Section 8. Source o f Payment. As provided and required by the Act and the Agreements,
the Series A Certificates and interest thereon shall be payable solely from the Net Revenues and
the Series A Standby Tax. All Series A Certificates shall be payable on a parity basis.
The College hereby pledges to the payment of the Series A Certificates the Net Revenues,
including any earnings thereon and any other amounts in the Revenue Fund, and the Series A
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Standby Tax and all amounts in the Series A Standby Tax Fund to the extent necessary to pay the
principal and interest on the Series A Certificates as the same become due. Any amount in
excess o f the amount necessary to pay the principal and interest on the Series A Certificates as
the same become due may by used to pay the costs of Other Projects, including administrative
costs, and may be applied by the College to the reduction of Outstanding Certificates.
As provided and required by the Supplemental Act and the Agreements, the Series B
Certificates and interest thereon shall be payable solely from the Supplemental Revenues and the
Series B Standby Tax. All Series B Certificates shall be payable on a parity basis.
The College hereby pledges to the payment of the Series B Certificates the Supplemental
Revenues, including any earnings thereon and any other amounts in the Supplemental Fund, and
the Series B Standby Tax and all amounts in the Series B Standby Tax Fund to the extent
necessary to pay the principal and interest on the Series B Certificates as the same become due.
Any amount in excess of the amount necessary to pay the principal and interest on the Series B
Certificates as the same become due may by used to pay the costs o f Other Projects, including
administrative costs, and may be applied by the College to the reduction of Outstanding
Certificates.
Section 9. Levy and Certification o f Series A Standby Tax.
(a)
Levy of Series A Standby Tax. For the purpose of further securing
and providing funds to pay the principal of and interest on the Series A
Certificates, there is hereby levied and appropriated to the Series A Standby Tax
Fund a direct annual tax on all o f the taxable property in the Merged Area for each
o f the years in which any o f the Series A Certificates are outstanding sufficient to
pay the interest on the Series A Certificates as it becomes due and also to pay and
discharge the principal thereof as it matures, and pursuant thereto, but not in
limitation thereof, there is hereby ordered levied upon all the taxable property
within the Merged Area a direct annual tax in the following amounts:
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Fiscal Year
o f Levy*

Amount

Fiscal Year of
Collection*

2000/2001
2001/2002
2002/2003
2003/2004
2004/2005
2005/2006
2006/2007
2007/2008
2008/2009

$264,916.25
299.577.50
316.252.50
336,515.00
400.352.50
435.627.50
448.527.50
449.807.50
435.127.50

2001/2002
2002/2003
2003/2004
2004/2005
2005/2006
2006/2007
2007/2008
2008/2009
2009/2010

*July 1 through June 30
The Board may adjust the Series A Standby Tax levy for each year
whenever funds on hand from any source, including the Revenue Fund, are
sufficient to pay the principal and interest due on the Series A Certificates in that
year.
(b)
Resolution to be Filed with County Auditor. A certified copy of
this Resolution shall be filed with the County Auditor of each County contained
within the Merged Area, and each such Auditor is hereby instructed in and for
each o f the years as provided, to levy and assess the tax hereby authorized in like
manner as other taxes are levied and assessed, and such taxes so levied in and for
each o f the years aforesaid shall be collected in like manner as other taxes of the
Merged Area are collected, and when collected shall be deposited in the Series A
Standby Tax Fund established by the College under Section 6 of this Resolution
and used for the purpose o f paying the principal of and interest on the Series A
Certificates to the extent necessary.
Section 10. Levy and Certification of Series B Standby Tax.
(a)
Levy o f Series B Standby Tax. For the purpose of further securing
and providing funds to pay the principal of and interest on the Series B
Certificates, there is hereby levied and appropriated to the Series B Standby Tax
Fund a direct annual tax on all of the taxable property in the Merged Area for each
o f the years in which any o f the Series B Certificates are outstanding sufficient to
pay the interest on the Series B Certificates as it becomes due and also to pay and
discharge the principal thereof as it matures, and pursuant thereto, but not in
limitation thereof, there is hereby ordered levied upon all the taxable property
within the Merged Area a direct annual tax in the following amounts:
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Fiscal Year
o f Levy*

Amount

Fiscal Year of
Collection*

2000/2001
2001/2002
2002/2003
2003/2004
2004/2005
2005/2006
2006/2007
2007/2008
2008/2009

$274,021.25
285.252.50
295.652.50
304.687.50
357.337.50
385.635.00
380.835.00
379.887.50
362.610.00

2001/2002
2002/2003
2003/2004
2004/2005
2005/2006
2006/2007
2007/2008
2008/2009
2009/2010

*July 1 through June 30
The Board may adjust the Series B Standby Tax levy for each year
whenever funds on hand from any source, including the Supplemental Fund, are
sufficient to pay the principal and interest due on the Series B Certificates in that
year.
(b)
Resolution to be Filed with County Auditor. A certified copy of
this Resolution shall be filed with the County Auditor of each County contained
within the Merged Area, and each such Auditor is hereby instructed in and for
each o f the years as provided, to levy and assess the tax hereby authorized in like
manner as other taxes are levied and assessed, and such taxes so levied in and for
each o f the years aforesaid shall be collected in like manner as other taxes of the
Merged Area are collected, and when collected shall be deposited in the Series B
Standby Tax Fund established by the College under Section 7 of this Resolution
and used for the purpose of paying the principal of and interest on the Series B
Certificates to the extent necessary.
Section 11. Bond Details, Execution and Redemption.
(a)
Bond Details. The Bonds shall be dated December 1, 2000 and
bear interest from the date thereof, until payment thereof, said interest being
payable on June 1, 2001 and semiannually thereafter on the 1st day of June and
December in each year until maturity at the rates hereinafter provided. Interest on
the Bonds shall be computed on the basis of a 360 day year of twelve 30 day
months. Interest shall be paid to the registered holder of each Bond as shown on
the records o f ownership maintained by the Registrar as of the 15th day of the
month next preceding each interest payment date.
The Bonds shall be executed by the manual or facsimile signature of the
President and attested by the manual or facsimile signature of the Secretary and
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shall be fully registered as to both principal and interest and shall be payable as to
principal at the office of the Registrar. The Bonds shall be in the denomination of
$5,000 each or any integral multiple thereof The Series A Certificates shall
mature and bear interest as follows:
Interest
Rate

Principal
Amount

Maturity
(June 1)

4.625%
4.625%
4.750%
4.750%
4.750%
4.750%
4.800%
4.800%
4.850%

$80,000
180,000
205,000
235,000
310,000
360,000
390,000
410,000
415,000

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

The Series B Certificates shall mature and bear interest as follows:
Interest
Rate

Principal
Amount

Maturity
(June 1)

6.300%
6.400%
6.450%
6.500%
6.550%
6.600%
6.650%
6.650%
6.650%

$65,000
150,000
170,000
190,000
255,000
300,000
315,000
335,000
340,000

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

(b)
Redemption. The Bonds maturing on or after June 1, 2009 shall be
subject to redemption prior to maturity in whole or in part from time to time, in
numerical order, on June 1, 2008 or any interest payment date thereafter at the
option of the College, upon terms o f par plus accrued interest to the date of call.
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Section 12. Registration o f Bonds; Appointment of Registrar; Transfer; Ownership;
Delivery; and Cancellation.
(a)
Registration. The ownership of Bonds may be transferred only by
the making of an entry upon the books kept for the registration and transfer or
ownership o f the Bonds, and in no other way. Wells Fargo Bank Iowa, National
Association is hereby appointed as Bond Registrar under the terms of this
Resolution and under the provisions of a separate agreement with the College.
The Registrar shall maintain the books of the College for the registration of
ownership o f the Bonds for the payment of principal of and interest on the Bonds
as provided in this Resolution. All Bonds shall be negotiable as provided in
Article 8 o f the Uniform Commercial Code subject to the provisions for
registration and transfer contained in the Bonds and in this resolution.
(b)
Transfer. The ownership of any Bond may be transferred only
upon the Registration Books kept for the registration and transfer of Bonds and
only upon surrender thereof at the principal office of the Registrar together with
an assignment duly executed by the holder or his duly authorized attorney in fact
in such form as shall be satisfactory to the Registrar, along with the address and
social security number or federal employer identification number of such
transferee (or, if registration is to be made in the name of multiple individuals, of
all such transferees). In the event that the address of the registered owner of a
Bond (other than a registered owner which is the nominee of the broker or dealer
in question) is that o f a broker or dealer, there must be disclosed on the
Registration Books the information pertaining to the registered owner required
above. Upon the transfer o f any such Bond, a new fully registered Bond, of any
denomination or denominations permitted by this Resolution in aggregate
principal amount equal to the unmatured and unredeemed principal amount of
such transferred fully registered Bond of the same series, and bearing interest at
the same rate and maturing on the same date or dates shall be delivered by the
Registrar.
(c)
Registration of Transferred Bonds. In all cases of the transfer of
the Bonds, the Registrar shall register, at the earliest practicable time, on the
Registration Books, the Bonds, in accordance with the provisions of this
Resolution.
(d)
Ownership. As to any Bond, the person in whose name the
ownership of the same shall be registered on the Registration Books of the
Registrar shall be deemed and regarded as the absolute owner thereof for all
purposes, and payment o f or on account o f the principal of any such Bonds and
the premium, if any, and interest thereon shall be made only to or upon the order
of the registered owner thereof or his legal representative. All such payments
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shall be valid and effectual to satisfy and discharge the liability upon such Bond,
including the interest thereon, to the extent of the sum or sums so paid.
(e)
Cancellation. All Bonds which have been redeemed shall not be
reissued but shall be canceled by the Registrar. All Bonds which are canceled by
the Registrar shall be destroyed and a certificate of the destruction thereof shall be
furnished promptly to the College; provided that if the College shall so direct, the
Registrar shall forward the canceled Bonds to the College.
(f)
Non-Presentment of Bonds. In the event any payment check
representing payment o f interest on the Bonds is returned to the Paying Agent or a
Bond is not presented for payment of principal at the maturity or redemption date,
if funds sufficient to pay such interest or principal on Bonds shall have been made
available to the Paying Agent for the benefit of the owner thereof, all liability of
the College to the owner thereof for such interest or for the payment of such
Bonds shall forthwith cease, terminate and be completely discharged, and
thereupon it shall be the duty o f the Paying Agent to hold such funds without
liability for interest thereon, for the benefit of the owner of such Bonds who shall
thereafter be restricted exclusively to such funds for any claim of whatever nature
on his part under this Resolution or on, or with respect to, such interest or
principal on Bonds. The Paying Agent's obligation to hold such funds shall
continue for a period equal to six months following the date on which such
interest or principal became due, whether at maturity, or at the date fixed for
redemption thereof, or otherwise, at which time the Paying Agent, shall surrender
any remaining funds so held to the College, whereupon any claim under this
Resolution by the holder of such Bonds of whatever nature shall be made upon
the College.
(g)
Registration and Transfer Fees. The Registrar shall furnish to each
owner, at the College's expense, one bond for each annual maturity of each series.
The Registrar shall furnish additional Bonds in lesser denominations (but not less
than the minimum denomination) to an owner who so requests and pays to the
Registrar the cost of issuance thereof determined to be two dollars per additional
Bond.
Section 13. Reissuance of Mutilated, Destroyed, Stolen or Lost Bonds. In case any
outstanding Bond shall become mutilated or be destroyed, stolen or lost, the College shall at the
request o f the Registrar authenticate and deliver a new Bond of like tenor, series and amount as
the Bond so mutilated, destroyed, stolen or lost, in exchange and substitution for each mutilated
Bond to Registrar, upon surrender o f such mutilated Bond, or in lieu of and substitution for the
Bond destroyed, stolen or lost, upon filing with the Registrar evidence satisfactory to the
Registrar and College that such Bond has been destroyed, stolen or lost and proof of ownership
thereof, and upon furnishing the Registrar and College with satisfactory indemnity and
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complying with such other reasonable regulations as the College may prescribe and paying such
expenses as the College may incur in connection therewith.
Section 14. Book-Entry Bonds, (a) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this
Resolution, each series of Bonds shall initially be evidenced by one Bond for each year in which
the Bonds mature in denominations equal to the aggregate principal amount of the Bonds of that
series maturing in that year. Bonds initially delivered hereunder shall be registered in the name
of “Cede & Co.” as nominee for The Depository Trust Company, the securities depository for the
Bonds. The Bonds may not thereafter be transferred or exchanged except:
(1)
to any successor of The Depository Trust Company or its nominee,
which successor must be qualified and registered “clearing agency” under Section
17A o f the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; or
(2)
upon the resignation of The Depository Trust Company or a
successor or new depository under clause (1) or this clause (2) of this subsection
(a), or a determination by the College that The Depository Trust Company or such
successor or new depository is no longer able to carry out its functions, and the
designation by the College of another depository institution acceptable to the
College and to the depository then holding the Bonds, which new depository
institution must be a qualified and registered “clearing agency” under Section 17A
o f the Securities Exchange Act o f 1934, as amended, to carry out the functions of
The Depository Trust Company or such successor or new depository; or
(3)
upon the resignation of The Depository Trust Company or a
successor or new depository under clause (1) or clause (2) of this subsection (a),
or a determination o f the College that The Depository Trust Company or such
successor or new depository is no longer able to carry out its functions, and the
failure by the College, after reasonable investigation, to locate another qualified
depository institution under clause (2) to carry out such depository functions.
(b)
In the case of a transfer to a successor of The Depository Trust Company or its
nominee as referred to in clause (1) o f subsection (a) hereof or designation of a new depository
pursuant to clause (2) o f subsection (a) hereof, upon receipt of the outstanding Bonds by the
Paying Agent, together with written instructions for transfer satisfactory to the Paying Agent, a
new Bond for each maturity of each series of the Bonds then outstanding shall be issued to such
successor or new depository, as the case may be, or its nominee, as is specified in such written
transfer instructions. In the case of a resignation or determination under clause (3) of subsection
(a) hereof and the failure after reasonable investigation to locate another qualified depository
institution for the Bonds as provided in clause (3) of subsection (a) hereof, and upon receipt of
the outstanding Bonds by the Paying Agent, together with written instructions for transfer
satisfactory to the Paying Agent, new Bonds shall be issued in the denominations of $5,000 or
any integral multiple thereof, as provided in and subject to the limitations of Section 11 hereof,
registered in the names o f such persons, and in such denominations as are requested in such
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Bonds within a period o f less than 60 days from the date of receipt of such written transfer
instructions.
(c)
The College and the Paying Agent shall be entitled to treat the registered owner of
any Bond as the absolute owner thereof for all purposes hereof and any applicable laws,
notwithstanding any notice to the contrary received by either of them and the College and the
Paying Agent shall have no responsibility for transmitting payments to the beneficial owners of
the Bonds held by The Depository Trust Company or any successor or new depository named
pursuant to subsection (a) hereof.
(d)
The College and the Paying Agent shall endeavor to cooperate with The
Depository Trust Company or any successor or new depository named pursuant to clause (1) or
(2) o f subsection (a) hereof in effectuating payment of the Bonds by arranging for payment in
such a manner that funds representing such payments are available to the depository on the date
they are due.
(e)
Upon any partial redemption of any maturity of the Bonds, Cede & Co., (or its
successor) in its discretion may request the College to issue and authenticate a new Bond or shall
make an appropriate notation on the Bond indicating the date and amount of prepayment, except
in the case of final maturity, in which case the Bond must be presented to the Paying Agent prior
to payment.
Section 15. Record Date. Payments of principal and interest, otherwise than upon full
redemption, made in respect of any Bond, shall be made to the registered holder thereof or to
their designated agent as the same appear on the books of the Registrar on the 15th day of the
month preceding the payment date. All such payments shall fully discharge the obligations of
the College in respect o f such Bonds to the extent of the payments so made. Payment of
principal shall only be made upon surrender of the Bond to the Paying Agent.
Section 16. Execution, Authentication and Delivery of the Bonds. Upon the adoption of
this resolution, the President and Secretary shall execute and deliver the Bonds to Wells Fargo
Bank Iowa, National Association who shall authenticate the Bonds and deliver the same to or
upon order of the Original Purchasers. No Bond shall be valid or obligatory for any purpose or
shall be entitled to any right or benefit hereunder unless the Registrar shall duly endorse and
execute on such Bond a certificate herein set forth. Such certificate upon any Bond executed on
behalf o f the College shall be conclusive evidence that the Bond so authenticated has been duly
issued under this Resolution and that the holder thereof is entitled to the benefits of this
Resolution.
No Bonds shall be authenticated and delivered by the Registrar unless and until there
shall have been provided the following:
1.

A certified copy of the resolution of the College authorizing the

issuance of the Bonds;
2.
A written order of College signed by the Treasurer directing the
authentication and delivery of the Bonds to or upon the order of the Original
Purchasers upon payment of the purchase price as set forth therein; and
3.
The approving opinion of Davis, Brown, Koehn, Shors & Roberts,
P.C., Bond Counsel, concerning the validity and legality of the Bonds.
Section 17. Bond Forms. The forms and contents of the Series A Certificates and Series
B Certificates shall be substantially as follows:

FORM OF SERIES A CERTIFICATE
(Front)

N o .__________________

$________
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
STATE OF IOWA

DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
NEW JOBS TRAINING CERTIFICATE
(Multiple Projects 28-A)

Rate

Maturity

Bond Date

Cusip

December 1, 2000

Registered
holder:
Principal
amount:

Dollars

The Des Moines Area Community College in the Counties of Adair, Audubon, Boone,
Carroll, Cass, Clarke, Crawford, Dallas, Greene, Guthrie, Hamilton, Hardin, Jasper, Lucas,
Madison, Mahaska, Marion, Marshall, Polk, Poweshiek, Shelby, Story and Warren, State of Iowa
(the "College"), for value received, promises to pay from the sources and as hereinafter provided,
on the maturity date indicated above, to the Registered Holder shown above, or registered
assigns, the principal sum shown above in lawful money of the United States o f America, on the
maturity date shown above, only upon presentation and surrender hereof at the office of Wells
Fargo Bank Iowa, National Association, Paying Agent of this issue, or its successor, with interest
on said sum from the date hereof until paid at the rate per annum specified above, payable on
June 1, 2001, and semiannually thereafter on the 1st day of June and December in each year.
Interest shall be paid to the registered holder of the certificate as shown on the records of
ownership maintained by the Registrar as o f the 15th day of the month next preceding each such
interest payment date.
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This certificate is one of a series of certificates in the aggregate principal amount of
$2,585,000 (the "Bonds") issued pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 260E of the Code of Iowa,
as amended, for the purpose of paying costs of new jobs training programs which are the subject
o f and are in conformity with certain Industrial New Jobs Training Agreements between the
College and certain companies, the terms of which are incorporated herein by reference and
payable from the proceeds o f the Revenue Fund and the Series A Standby Tax Fund as provided
in a Resolution o f the Board o f Directors of the College duly passed and approved.
For a more complete statement for the basis upon which this Bond has been issued and
additional bonds ranking on a parity therewith may be issued, a description of the source of
payment of all such certificates and a statement of the rights and duties of the College, the rights
o f the holders o f Bonds and the circumstances under which the provisions of the Bonds and said
Resolution may be modified, reference is made to said Resolution of which notice is hereby
given and is hereby made a part hereof.
Notice hereunder may be given by registered mail to the owner of record of the Bond at
the address shown on the books of the Registrar and shall be deemed complete upon mailing.
Ownership of this Bond may be transferred only by transfer upon the books kept for such
purpose by Wells Fargo Bank Iowa, National Association, the Registrar. Such transfer on the
books shall occur only upon presentation and surrender of this Bond at the office of the
Registrar, together with an assignment duly executed by the owner hereof or his duly authorized
attorney in such form as shall be satisfactory to the Registrar. The College reserves the right to
substitute the Registrar and Paying Agent but shall, however, give 60 days' notice to registered
Bondholders of such change. All Bonds shall be negotiable as provided in Article 8 of the
Uniform Commercial Code, subject to the provisions for registration and transfer contained in
the Bond resolution.
Bonds o f this series maturing on or after June 1, 2009, are subject to call for redemption
in whole or in part in numerical order on June 1, 2008, or any interest payment date thereafter at
their par value plus accrued interest to the date fixed for redemption. The right of redemption
shall be exercised by notice, specifying by number the Bonds (or portions thereof) to be called, to
be mailed by certified mail to the registered holder of each of the Bonds at the address shown on
the registration books o f the Bond Registrar not less than thirty (30) days prior to the date of
redemption, upon which redemption date all interest upon the Bonds so called shall cease, and
the amount due shall be set aside for payment when presented.
And it is hereby represented and certified that all acts, conditions and things requisite,
according to the laws and constitution of the State of Iowa, to exist, to be had, to be done, or to
be performed precedent to the lawful issue of this Bond, have been existent, had, done and
performed as required by law; that this Bond and the series of which it forms a part, and any
additional bonds which may be hereafter issued and outstanding from time to time on a parity
with the Bonds, as provided in the Resolution of which notice is hereby given and is hereby
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Act; that provision has been made for the levy of a sufficient continuing annual tax on all the
taxable property within the territory o f the College for the payment of the principal and interest
o f this Bond as the same will respectively become due; that the faith, credit, revenues and
resources and all the real and personal property of the College are irrevocably pledged for the
prompt payment hereof, both principal and interest; and the total indebtedness o f the College
including this Bond, does not exceed the constitutional or statutory limitations.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the College by its Board o f Directors, has caused this
certificate to be signed by the manual or facsimile signature of the President o f its Board of
Directors and attested by the manual or facsimile signature of the Secretary of its Board of
Directors, and to be authenticated by the manual authorized signature of the Registrar.
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Doug Shulf, President of the Board of Directors
of Des Moines Area Community College
Attest:

D ated :_____________________________
This is one o f the certificates described in
the within mentioned Resolution.
WELLS
FARGO
BANK
IOWA,
NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION,
REGISTRAR AND PAYING AGENT

By.
Authorized Signature

r h ^ c jL c ;/
Trudy Little, Secretary o f the Board of
Directors of Des Moines Area Community
College
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It is certified that the following is a correct and
complete copy of the opinion of bond counsel
issued as of the date o f delivery of the issue of
which this Bond is a part.

By:_________________________________________
Trudy Little, Secretary of the Board of
Directors of the Des Moines Area Community
College

-
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Unless this certificate is presented by an authorized representative of The Depository Trust
Company, a New York corporation (“DTC”), to Issuer or its agent for registration of transfer,
exchange, or payment, and any certificate issued is registered in the name of Cede & Co* or in
such other name as is requested by an authorized representative of DTC (and any payment is
made to Cede & Co. or to such other entity as is requested by an authorized representative of
DTC), ANY TRANSFER, PLEDGE, OR OTHER USE HEREOF FOR VALUE OR
OTHERWISE BY OR TO ANY PERSON IS WRONGFUL inasmuch as the registered owner
hereof, Cede & Co., has an interest herein.

ASSIGNMENT
For value received, the undersigned hereby sells, assigns and transfers unto
the within Bond and does hereby irrevocably constitute and appoint
_____________ Registrar, attorney in fact to transfer the said Bond on the books kept for
registration o f the within Bond, with full power o f substitution in the premises.
Dated

(Signature o f registered owner(s))

(Persons(s) executing this Assignment sign(s) here)

SIGNATURE
)
GUARANTEED ) _________________________________________
IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY

Signature guarantee must be provided in accordance with the prevailing standards and
procedures of the Registrar and Transfer Agent. Such standards and procedures may require
signatures to be guaranteed by certain eligible guarantor institutions that participate in a
recognized signature guarantee program.
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INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR REGISTRATION OF TRANSFER

Name o f Transferee(s)______________________________________________________________
Address of Transferee(s)____________________________________________________________
Social Security or Tax
Identification Number of
Transferee(s)___________________________________________________________________
Transferee is a(n):
Individual*___________________________Corporation________________________________
Partnership___________________________Trust_____________________________________

*If the certificate is to be registered in the names of multiple individual owners, the names of all
such owners and one address and social security number must be provided.
The following abbreviations, when used in the inscription on the face of this certificate,
shall be construed as though written out in full according to applicable laws or regulations:
TEN COM - as tenants in common
TEN ENT - as tenants by the entireties
JT TEN
- as joint tenants with right of
survivorship and not as tenants in
common
UNIF GIFT MIN ACT - ......................Custodian....................
(Cust)
(Minors)
under Uniform Gifts to Minors
Act................................................
(State)
(end of Series A Certificate form)
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FORM OF SERIES B CERTIFICATE
(Front)

N o .__________________

$________
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
STATE OF IOWA

DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
TAXABLE NEW JOBS TRAINING CERTIFICATE
(Multiple Projects 28-B)

Rate

Maturity

Bond Date

Cusip

December 1, 2000

Registered
holder:
Principal
amount:

Dollars

The Des Moines Area Community College in the Counties o f Adair, Audubon, Boone,
Carroll, Cass, Clarke, Crawford, Dallas, Greene, Guthrie, Hamilton, Hardin, Jasper, Lucas,
Madison, Mahaska, Marion, Marshall, Polk, Poweshiek, Shelby, Story and Warren, State of Iowa
(the "College"), for value received, promises to pay from the sources and as hereinafter provided,
on the maturity date indicated above, to the Registered Holder shown above, or registered
assigns, the principal sum shown above in lawful money of the United States of America, oh the
maturity date shown above, only upon presentation and surrender hereof at the office of Wells
Fargo Bank Iowa, National Association, Paying Agent of this issue, or its successor, with interest
on said sum from the date hereof until paid at the rate per annum specified above, payable on
June 1, 2001, and semiannually thereafter on the 1st day of June and December in each year.
Interest shall be paid to the registered holder of the certificate as shown on the records of
ownership maintained by the Registrar as o f the 15th day of the month next preceding each such
interest payment date.
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This certifícate is one o f a series of certificates in the aggregate principal amount of
$2,120,000 (the "Bonds”) issued pursuant to the provisions of Section 15A.7 of the Code of
Iowa, as amended, for the purpose o f paying costs of new jobs training programs which are the
subject o f and are in conformity with certain Industrial New Jobs Training Agreements between
the College and certain companies, the terms of which are incorporated herein by reference and
payable from the proceeds o f the Supplemental Fund and the Series B Standby Tax Fund as
provided in a Resolution o f the Board of Directors of the College duly passed and approved.
For a more complete statement for the basis upon which this Bond has been issued and
additional bonds ranking on a parity therewith may be issued, a description of the source of
payment o f all such certificates and a statement of the rights and duties o f the College, the rights
o f the holders o f Bonds and the circumstances under which the provisions of the Bonds and said
Resolution may be modified, reference is made to said Resolution of which notice is hereby
given and is hereby made a part hereof.
Notice hereunder may be given by registered mail to the owner of record of the Bond at
the address shown on the books o f the Registrar and shall be deemed complete upon mailing.
Ownership of this Bond may be transferred only by transfer upon the books kept for such
purpose by Wells Fargo Bank Iowa, National Association, the Registrar. Such transfer on the
books shall occur only upon presentation and surrender of this Bond at the office of the
Registrar, together with an assignment duly executed by the owner hereof or his duly authorized
attorney in such form as shall be satisfactory to the Registrar. The College reserves the right to
substitute the Registrar and Paying Agent but shall, however, give 60 days' notice to registered
Bondholders o f such change. All Bonds shall be negotiable as provided in Article 8 of the
Uniform Commercial Code, subject to the provisions for registration and transfer contained in
the Bond resolution.
Bonds of this series maturing on or after June 1, 2009, are subject to call for redemption
in whole or in part in numerical order on June 1, 2008, or any interest payment date thereafter at
their par value plus accrued interest to the date fixed for redemption. The right of redemption
shall be exercised by notice, specifying by number the Bonds (or portions thereof) to be called, to
be mailed by certified mail to the registered holder of each of the Bonds at the address shown on
the registration books of the Bond Registrar not less than thirty (30) days prior to the date of
redemption, upon which redemption date all interest upon the Bonds so called shall cease, and
the amount due shall be set aside for payment when presented.
And it is hereby represented and certified that all acts, conditions and things requisite,
according to the laws and constitution of the State of Iowa, to exist, to be had, to be done, or to
be performed precedent to the lawful issue of this Bond, have been existent, had, done and
performed as required by law; that this Bond and the series of which it forms a part, and any
additional bonds which may be hereafter issued and outstanding from time to time on a parity
with the Bonds, as provided in the Resolution of which notice is hereby given and is hereby
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Act; that provision has been made for the levy of a sufficient continuing annual tax on all the
taxable property within the territory o f the College for the payment of the principal and interest
o f this Bond as the same will respectively become due; that the faith, credit, revenues and
resources and all the real and personal property of the College are irrevocably pledged for the
prompt payment hereof, both principal and interest; and the total indebtedness of the College
including this Bond, does not exceed the constitutional or statutory limitations.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the College by its Board o f Directors, has caused this
certificate to be signed by the manual or facsimile signature of the President of its Board of
Directors and attested by the manual or facsimile signature of the Secretary of its Board of
Directors, and to be authenticated by the manual authorized signature of the Registrar.
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

By:

______________
Doug Shu 117^re si dent of the Board of Directors
of Des Moines Area Community College

Attest:

D ated:_____________________________
This is one o f the certificates described in
the within mentioned Resolution.
WELLS
FARGO
BANK
IOWA,
NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION,
REGISTRAR AND PAYING AGENT

By.
Authorized Signature

s h ^ L t^ iL <
,
Trudy Little, Secretary of the Board~of
Directors o f Des Moines Area Community
College
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It is certified that the following is a correct and
complete copy of the opinion of bond counsel
issued as of the date of delivery of the issue of
which this Bond is a part.

By:
Trudy Little, Secretary of the Board of
Directors of the Des Moines Area Community
College
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Unless this certificate is presented by an authorized representative of The Depository Trust
Company, a New York corporation (“DTC”), to Issuer or its agent for registration of transfer,
exchange, or payment, and any certificate issued is registered in the name of Cede & Co. or in
such other name as is requested by an authorized representative of DTC (and any payment is
made to Cede & Co. or to such other entity as is requested by an authorized representative of
DTC), ANY TRANSFER, PLEDGE, OR OTHER USE HEREOF FOR VALUE OR
OTHERWISE BY OR TO ANY PERSON IS WRONGFUL inasmuch as the registered owner
hereof, Cede & Co., has an interest herein.

ASSIGNMENT
For value received, the undersigned hereby sells, assigns and transfers unto
the within Bond and does hereby irrevocably constitute and appoint
_____________ Registrar, attorney in fact to transfer the said Bond on the books kept for
registration o f the within Bond, with full power of substitution in the premises.
Dated

(Signature of registered owner(s))

(Persons(s) executing this Assignment sign(s) here)

SIGNATURE
)
GUARANTEED ) _________________________________________
IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY

Signature guarantee must be provided in accordance with the prevailing standards and
procedures o f the Registrar and Transfer Agent. Such standards and procedures may require
signatures to be guaranteed by certain eligible guarantor institutions that participate in a
recognized signature guarantee program.
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INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR REGISTRATION OF TRANSFER

Name o f Transferee(s)______________________________________________________________
Address o f Transferee(s)____________________________________________________________
Social Security or Tax
Identification Number of
Transferee(s) __________________________________________________________________
Transferee is a(n):
Individual*__________________________ Corporation________________________________
Partnership___________________________Trust_____________________________________

*If the certificate is to be registered in the names o f multiple individual owners, the names of all
such owners and one address and social security number must be provided.
The following abbreviations, when used in the inscription on the face of this certificate,
shall be construed as though written out in full according to applicable laws or regulations:
TEN COM - as tenants in common
TEN ENT - as tenants by the entireties
JT T E N
- as joint tenants with right of
survivorship and not as tenants in
common
UNIF GIFT MIN ACT - ...................... Custodian....................
(Cust)
(Minors)
under Uniform Gifts to Minors
Act...............................................
(State)
(end o f Series B Certificate form)
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Section 18. Right to Name Substitute Paying Agent or Registrar. The College reserves
the right to name a substitute or successor Registrar or Paying Agent upon giving 60 days'
written notice to each registered Bondholder.
Section 19. Covenants Regarding the Operation of the Projects. The College hereby
covenants and agrees with each and every holder o f the Bonds and Parity Bonds:
(a)
Maintenance in Force. That the College will maintain the Projects
in force and will annually cause the taxes and other revenues thereof to be levied
and applied as provided in this Resolution.
(b)
Accounting and Audits. That the College will cause to be kept
proper books and accounts concerning the Projects and in accordance with
generally accepted accounting practices, and will cause the books and accounts to
be audited annually not later than 90 days after the end of each fiscal year by an
Independent Auditor and will make generally available to the holders of any of
the Bonds and Parity Bonds, the balance sheet and the operating statement of the
Projects as certified by such auditor. The holders of any of the Bonds and Parity
Bonds shall have at all reasonable times the right to inspect the records, accounts
and data o f the College relating to the Projects. The audit reports required by this
Section shall include, but not be limited to, the following information:
(i) A statement of tax fund revenues and current
expenditures;
(ii) Analyses of each fund and account created
hereunder, including deposits, withdrawals and beginning and
ending balances;
(iii) The tax rates in effect during the fiscal year, and the
use of the Projects;
(iv) The names and titles of the principal officers of the
College; and
(v) A general statement covering any events or
circumstances which might affect the financial status of the
Projects and the Bonds.
In the event the audit provided for in this Section is prepared by the State
Auditor the Board will cause to be prepared a certified supplemental report
containing the information required by this Section.

(c)
State Laws. That the College will faithfully and punctually
perform all duties with reference to the Projects required by the Constitution and
laws of the State, and will segregate the revenues of the Projects and apply said
revenues to the funds specified in this Resolution.
Section 20. Non-Arbitrage Covenants.
(a)
The College reasonably expects and covenants that no use will be made of the
proceeds from the issuance and sale o f the Series A Certificates which will cause any of the
Series A Certificates to be classified as Arbitrage Bonds within the meaning of Section 148 of
the Code and that throughout the term of the Series A Certificates it will comply with all
requirements of said statute and any regulations issued thereunder.
To the best knowledge and belief o f the College, there are no facts or circumstances that
would materially change the foregoing statements or the conclusion that it is not expected that
the proceeds of the Series A Certificates will be used in a manner that would cause the Series A
Certificates to be Arbitrage Bonds. The Treasurer is hereby directed to deliver a certificate at the
time o f issuance o f the Series A Certificates to certify as to the reasonable expectation of the
College at that date.
The College covenants that it will treat as restricted yield investments any funds in the
Revenue Fund for payment o f Series A Certificates in excess of 13/12ths of the annual principal
and interest requirements o f the then current year.
“Restricted yield investments” are funds or investments which the College covenants not
to invest at a yield materially higher than the yield on the Series A Certificates as defined in the
regulations issued under authority of Section 148 of the Code.
The College covenants that it will exceed any investment yield restriction provided in this
resolution only in the event that it shall first obtain an opinion of recognized bond counsel that
the proposed investment action will not cause the Series A Certificates to be classed as arbitrage
bonds under Section 148 o f the Code or regulations issued thereunder.
(b)
There is hereby authorized, created and established by the College a fund to be
designated as “Des Moines Area Community College Excess Arbitrage Fund, Multiple Projects
28-A”. Excess Arbitrage determined pursuant to subsection (c) below shall be deposited in the
Excess Arbitrage Fund.
The Treasurer shall retain records of such calculations and
determinations for at least six (6) years after the payment of the principal of all Series A
Certificates. Within thirty (30) days after the fifth anniversary date of the issuance o f the Series
A Certificates and after each five year anniversary date thereafter, the Treasurer shall pay all
amounts in the Excess Arbitrage Fund to the government of the United States of America in the
manner prescribed by the Regulations under Section 148 of the Code. The Treasurer shall
include with each such payment a copy of the Internal Revenue Service Form 8038 (or successor
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form) filed with respect to the Series A Certificates and a statement summarizing the Treasurer’s
determination o f the amounts to be paid to the government of the United States of America. All
earnings derived from the investment of amounts in the Excess Arbitrage Fund shall be deposited
in the Excess Arbitrage Fund. Within 30 days after the payment of the principal of all Series A
Certificates, all amounts in the Excess Arbitrage Fund shall be transferred to the government of
the United States o f America in the manner prescribed by the Regulations under Section 148 of
the Code. The provisions o f this Section are subject to the provision that no payments need be
made and no Excess Arbitrage Fund need be maintained if there is an opinion of recognized bond
counsel to the effect that such provisions are not necessary in order to maintain the federal tax
exempt status o f interest on the Series A Certificates.
(c)
Any moneys held as part o f the Project Funds shall be invested and reinvested by
Treasurer in accordance with the general investment policies of the College, if and only if such
investment will not constitute a “Prohibited Payment” as is defined in Section 1.103-15AT(d)(6)
o f the Regulations.
The amounts deposited in the Project Funds shall be invested under the following
limitations:
(1)

At any time during any Bond year the amounts invested in such Funds at a yield
higher than the yield on the Series A Certificates shall not exceed 150 percent of
the debt service on the Series A Certificates for the current Bond year.

(2)

The Project Funds may be invested at a yield higher than the yield on the Series A
Certificates for a period of time not in excess of three (3) years from the date of
the issuance o f the Series A Certificates.

(3)

Amounts in the Excess Arbitrage Fund shall be invested at a yield which does not
exceed the yield on the Series A Certificates.

At the end o f each Bond year, the College shall determine any “Excess Arbitrage” earned
in such funds. The foregoing shall not apply to the extent that all of the proceeds of the Series A
Certificates are expended within six (6) months of the date of issuance of the Series A
Certificates. “Excess Arbitrage” means the sum o f (1) the excess of the net amount earned on all
investments in such funds (after offsetting any investment losses against any earnings) over the
amount which would have been earned if such funds had been invested at a rate equal to the
“yield” on the Series A Certificates, and (2) any income attributable to such excess.
For the purposes o f this Section, the terms “yield” and “debt service” shall be defined as
provided in Section 1.103-15(c) and 1.103(b)(12), respectively, of the Regulations.
For the purposes o f determining the yield on the investments described herein, the
“market price” o f the investments as determined under Section 1.103 -13 (c)( 1)(iii) of the
Regulations shall be used.
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Section 21. Defaults. The following shall be considered an event of default hereunder:
(a) failure to pay the principal of and interest on any Bond when the same shall
be due; and
(b) failure of the College to observe any other covenant or agreement expressly
contained herein and the continuation of such failure for a period of thirty (30)
days beyond the date o f receipt by the College o f a notice that the College is in
default under this provision; provided that, no such failure shall be considered a
default hereunder as long as the College is diligently endeavoring to correct the
failure referred to in the notice.
Section 22. Remedies o f Bondholders. Except as herein expressly limited the holder or
holders o f the Bonds and Parity Bonds shall have and possess all the rights of action and
remedies afforded by the common law, the Constitution and statutes of the State, and of the
United States o f America, for the enforcement of payment of their Bonds, and of the pledge of
the revenues made hereunder, and o f all covenants of the College hereunder.
Section 23. Prior Lien and Parity Bonds. The College may borrow additional money,
enter into and amend further agreements and issue additional bonds which are at the time of their
issuance on a parity and equality of rank with either series of the Bonds with respect to the lien
and claim of such additional bonds to (i) in the case of the Series A Certificates, the Net
Revenues and Series A Standby Tax and all sums on deposit from time to time in the Revenue
Fund and Series A Standby Tax Fund, and (ii) in the case of the Series B Certificates, the
Supplemental Revenues and the Series B Standby Tax and all sums on deposit from time to time
in the Supplemental Fund and Series B Standby Tax Fund, provided that the aggregate of the
amounts payable under all of such agreements does not exceed the appropriations into said funds.
Section 24. Discharge and Satisfaction of Bonds. The covenants, liens and pledges
entered into, created or imposed pursuant to this Resolution may be fully discharged and satisfied
with respect to the Bonds and Parity Bonds, or any of them, in any one or more of the following
ways:
(a)
By paying the Bonds or Parity Bonds when the same shall become
due and payable; and
(b)
By depositing in trust with the Treasurer, or with a corporate
trustee designated by the Board, for the payment of said obligations and
irrevocably appropriating exclusively to that purpose an amount in cash or direct
obligations of the United States the maturities and yield of which shall be
sufficient to retire at maturity or by redemption prior to maturity on any
designated date upon which said obligations may be redeemed, all of the Bonds
and Parity Bonds outstanding at the time, together with the interest thereon to
maturity or to the designated redemption date, premiums thereon, if any that may
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be payable on the redemption of the same; provided that proper notice of
redemption of all such obligations to be redeemed shall have been previously
published or provisions shall have been made for such publication.
Upon such payment or deposit of money or securities, or both, in the amount and manner
provided by this Section, all liability of the College with respect to the Bonds or Parity Bonds
shall cease, determine and be completely discharged, and the holders thereof shall be entitled
only to payment out of money or securities so deposited.
Section 25. Resolution a Contract. The provisions of this Resolution shall constitute a
contract between the College and the holder or holders o f the Bonds and Parity Bonds, and after
the issuance o f any of the Bonds no change, variation or alteration of any kind in the provisions
o f this Resolution shall be made in any manner, except as provided in the next succeeding
Section, until such time as all of the Bonds and Parity Bonds, and interest due thereon, shall have
been satisfied and discharged as provided in this Resolution.
Section 26. Modification of Resolution. This Resolution may be amended from time to
time if the Board or Directors of the College shall deem such amendment appropriate and
necessary; but this Resolution may not be so amended in such manner as to:
(a)
Make any change in the maturity or interest rate of the Bonds, or
modify the terms of payment of principal of or interest on the Bonds or any of
them or impose any conditions with respect to such payment; or

(b)
Materially affect the rights of the holders of the Bonds and Parity
Bonds then outstanding, including a material change in the provisions of Section
28 hereof; or
(c)
Reduce the percentage of the principal amount of Bonds, the
consent of the holders of which is required to effect a further amendment.
Whenever at any time after issuance of the Bonds the College shall propose to amend this
Resolution under the provisions of this Section, it shall cause notice of the proposed amendment
to be filed with the Original Purchasers and to be published one time in a newspaper having
general circulation in the State o f Iowa, or a financial newspaper or journal published in Chicago,
Illinois. Such notice shall briefly set forth the nature of the proposed amendment and shall state
that a copy of the proposed amendatory Resolution is on file in the office of the Secretary.
Section 27. Continuing Disclosure.
(a)
(1) The College hereby agrees, in accordance with the provisions of
Rule 15c2-12 (the “Rule”), promulgated by the Securities and Exchange
Commission (the “Commission”) pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of
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1934, to provide or cause to be provided, to each nationally recognized municipal
securities information repository (“NRMSIR”) and to the appropriate state
information depository (“SID”), if any, for the State of Iowa, in each case as
designated by the Commission in accordance with the Rule, the following annual
financial information and operating data (commencing with the fiscal year ending
June 30, 2001):
(1)
audited financial statements prepared in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles; and
(ii)
the information set forth in Tables 7 through 14 of the
official statement o f the College used in connection with the sale of
the Bonds (the “Official Statement”).
All o f such annual financial information and operating data may be
provided by cross reference to other documents, primarily other official
statements, to be provided to the NRMSIR’s and the SID. If information is
provided by cross reference to a final official statement, such final official
statement must be available from the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board.
The College reserves the right to modify from time to time the specific types of
information provided or the format of the presentation of such information, to the
extent necessary or appropriate in the judgment of the College; provided that, the
College agrees that any such modification will be done in a manner consistent
with the Rule.
(2 )
Such annual information and operating data described above is
expected to be available on or before January 1 of each year for the fiscal year
ending on the preceding June 30 and will be made available, in addition to the
NRM SIR’s and the SID, to each holder of Bonds who makes request for such
information; provided that, audited financial statements need not be provided until
the later o f January 1 o f each year or thirty (30) days after receipt of such audited
financial statements by the College.
(b)
The College agrees to provide or cause to beprovided, in a timely
manner, to (i) each NRMSIR or to the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board
(“MSRB”) and (ii) the SID, notice of the occurrence of any of the following
events with respect to the Bonds, if such event is a Material Fact:
( 1)

principal and interest payment delinquencies;

(2)

non-payment related defaults;

(3)
unscheduled draws on debt servicereserves,
reflecting financial difficulties;

if any,
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(4)
unscheduled
drawson
reflecting financial difficulties;

credit enhancements, if any,

(5)
substitution o f creditor liquidity
failure to perform;

providers, if any, or their

(6)
adverse tax opinions or events affecting the tax-exempt
status of the Series A Certificates;
(7)

modifications to rights of Bondholders;

( 8)

Bond calls;

(9)

defeasances;

( 10) release, substitution, or sale of property securing repayment
of the Bonds; and
( 11 )

rating changes.

As used herein, a “Material Fact” is a fact to which a substantial likelihood
exists that a reasonably prudent investor would attach importance thereto in
deciding to buy or sell a Bond or, if not disclosed, would significantly alter the
total information otherwise available to an investor from the Official Statement,
the information disclosed under this Section, or information generally available to
the public. Notwithstanding the foregoing sentence, a “Material Fact” is also an
event or condition that would be deemed “material” for purposes of the purchase
or sale of a Bond within the meaning of applicable federal securities laws, as
interpreted at the time o f discovery of the occurrence of the event or condition.
The College may from time to time choose to provide notice of the
occurrence o f certain other events, in addition to those listed above, if, in the
judgment of the College, such other event is a Material Fact with respect to the
Bonds, but the College does not undertake to commit to provide any such notice
o f the occurrence of any Material Fact except those events listed above.
(c)
The College agrees to provide or cause to be provided, in a timely
manner, to (i) each NRMSIR or to the MSRB and (ii) the SID, notice of a failure
by the College to provide the annual financial information with respect to the
College described in Section (a) above on or prior to the date[s] set forth in
Section (a) above.
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(d)
The College reserves the right to terminate its obligation to provide
annual financial information and notices o f the events set forth above, if and
when the College no longer remains an obligated person with respect to the Bonds
within the meaning of the Rule; the College will provide notice of such
termination to the NRM SIR’s, the MSRB and the SID,
(e)
The College agrees that its undertaking pursuant to the Rule as set
forth in this Section 27 is intended to be for the benefit of the holders of the Bonds
and shall be enforceable by the holders of the Bonds; provided that, the
Bondholders’ right to enforce the provisions of this undertaking shall be limited to
a right to obtain specific enforcement of the College’s obligations hereunder and
any failure by the College to comply with the provisions of this undertaking shall
not be an event of default with respect to the Bonds under Section 21 hereof.
(f)
The College represents that it has not failed to provide the annual
financial information with respect to the College required under any other
agreements or resolutions o f the Issuer entered into in connection with the
issuance o f bonds by the College.
Section 28. Severability. It is hereby declared that the sections, clauses, sentences and
parts o f this Resolution are severable, and are not matters of mutually essential inducement, it
being the intention o f the College to comply in all respects with the Constitution and statutes of
the State o f Iowa, and if any one or more sections, clauses, sentences or parts of this Resolution
shall for any reason be questioned in any court or shall be judged unconstitutional or invalid,
such judgm ent shall not impair or invalidate the remaining provisions of this Resolution, and
shall be confined in its operation to the specific provision or provisions so held unconstitutional
or invalid and the inapplicability or invalidity of any section, clause, sentence or part of this
Resolution in any one or more instances shall not be taken to affect or prejudice its applicability
or validity in any other instance.
Section 29. Approval of Agency Agreement. The Board hereby approves the Agency
Agreement (the “Agency Agreement”) with Wells Fargo Bank Iowa, National Association in the
form attached hereto as Exhibit “A” and hereby authorizes the President and Secretary to execute
the Agency Agreement in such form with such changes therein as the officer executing the
Agency Agreement shall approve, such approval to be conclusively evidenced by the execution
thereof. The Board hereby approves of the establishment of the various funds and accounts
referred to in the Agency Agreement and authorizes the officers of the College to take such
action as they deem necessary or appropriate to carry out the Agency Agreement.
Section 30. Further Action. That officials of the College are hereby authorized to take
such further action as may be necessary to carry out the intent and purpose of this Resolution.
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Section 31. Repeal o f Conflicting Ordinances or Resolutions and Effective Date. All
other ordinances, resolutions and orders, or parts thereof, in conflict with the provisions o f this
Resolution are, to the extent o f such conflict, hereby repealed; and this Resolution shall be in
effect from and after its adoption.

PASSED AND APPROVED this 11th day of December, 2000.

President oflne Board of Directors

ATTEST:

Secretary of the Board o f Directors

-

STATE OF IOWA
COUNTY OF POLK
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)
) SS:
)

I, Trudy Little, Secretary of the Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community
College (Merged Area XI) in the Counties of Adair, Audubon, Boone, Carroll, Cass, Clarke,
Crawford, Dallas, Greene, Guthrie, Hamilton, Hardin, Jasper, Lucas, Madison, Mahaska, Marion,
Marshall, Polk, Poweshiek, Shelby, Story and Warren, State of Iowa, do hereby certify that I
have in my possession or have access to the complete corporate records of said College and of its
Board o f Directors and officers; and that I have carefully compared the transcript hereto attached
with the aforesaid corporate records and that said transcript hereto attached is a true, correct and
complete copy of all of the corporate records showing the action taken with respect to the matters
set forth therein by the Board o f Directors of said College on December 11, 2000, which
proceedings remain in full force and effect, have not been amended or rescinded in any way; that
such meeting was duly and publicly held in accordance with the Notice of meeting and tentative
agenda, a copy o f which was timely served on each member of the Board and posted on a
bulletin board or other prominent place easily accessible to the public and clearly designated for
that purpose at the principal office of the Board (a copy of the face sheet of said agenda being
attached hereto) pursuant to the rules o f the Board and the provisions of Chapter 21, Code of
Iowa, as amended, upon reasonable advance notice to the public and media at least twenty-four
(24) hours prior to the commencement o f the meeting as required by said law and with members
of the public in attendance. I further certify that the individuals named in the attached
proceedings were on the date thereof duly and lawfully possessed of their respective offices as
indicated therein, that no Board vacancies existed except as may be stated in said proceedings,
and that no controversy or litigation is pending, prayed or threatened involving the organization,
existence or boundaries o f the College or the right of the individuals named therein as officers to
their respective positions.

Dated this 11th day o f December, 2000.

Des Moines Area Community College

Regular Board Mtg
December 12, 2000
Attachment #3

Ankeny, Iowa
December 11, 2000

The Board o f Directors o f the Des Moines Area Community College of the Counties of
Adair, Audubon, Boone, Carroll, Cass, Clarke, Crawford, Dallas, Greene, Guthrie, Hamilton,
Hardin, Jasper, Lucas, Madison, Mahaska, Marion, Marshall, Polk, Poweshiek, Shelby, Story
and Warren, State o f Iowa, met in regular session on the 11th day o f December, 2000 at 4:00
o'clock p.m. in the DMACC Commons Building on the Campus of the College in Ankeny, Iowa.
The meeting was called to order and there were present President D oug Shull
in the chair
and the following named Board Members:

H arold B elken, Dale F roehlich, Steve Goodhue, Naomi Neu,______
Joe P u g el, Wayne R ouse, D oug Shull, Madelyn T u rsi, REna Wilson
Absent:

None______________ _______________ ____________________ __

This being the time and place for the consideration of bids for the sale of New Jobs
Training Certificates (Multiple Projects 28-A) of the College in an aggregate principal amount of
$2,585,000 (the "Series A Certificates") and the sale of Taxable New Jobs Training Certificates
(Multiple Projects 28-B) o f the College in an aggregate principal amount of $2,120,000 (the
"Series B Certificates"), the President opened the meeting for the acceptance of the best bid for
each series o f the Certificates. The following sealed bids had been received in the office of the
President o f the College prior to 11:00 a.m. on the date of the sale and were referred to the Board
and filed:
Bids for the Series A Certificates:
Salomon Smith Barney
US Bancorp-Piper Jaffray, Inc.
Dain Rauscher, Inc.

Chicago, Illinois
Chicago, Illinois
Des Moines, Iowa

Bids for the Series B Certificates:
US Bancorp-Piper Jaffray, Inc.
Cronin & Co., Inc.
UMB Bank, N.A.
Dain Rauscher, Inc.
Bemardi Securities

$W P M 1131.doc(2)

Chicago, Illinois
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Kansas City, Missouri
Chicago, Illinois
Chicago, Illinois
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Net Interest Cost:

The best bid for the Series B Certificates was as follows:
Name & Address of Bidder: ________________
True Interest Rate:
Net Interest Cost:
Whereupon, Director B elk en _______introduced and caused to be read a Resolution
entitled "Resolution Directing the Sale of New Jobs Training Certificates in the Aggregate
Principal Amount o f $4,705,000" and moved its adoption. Director T u rs i_______ seconded
the motion to adopt, and after due consideration of said Resolution by the Board, the roll was
called and the vote was as follows:

Ayes- B elken, F roehlich, Goodhue, Neu, Pugel, Rouse, Shull, T u rsi, Wilson
Nays:

None_________________________________________________________

Whereupon, the President declared the Resolution, a copy of which is attached hereto,
duly adopted and signed his approval thereto.

Upon motion and vote, the meeting adjourned.

Prc
Attest:

Secret

RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE SALE OF NEW JOBS
TRAINING
CERTIFICATES
IN
THE
AGGREGATE
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF $4,705,000
WHEREAS, Des Moines Area Community College (hereinafter referred to as the
"College"), o f the Counties o f Adair, Audubon, Boone, Carroll, Cass, Clarke, Crawford, Dallas,
Greene, Guthrie, Hamilton, Hardin, Jasper, Lucas, Madison, Mahaska, Marion, Marshall, Polk,
Poweshiek, Shelby, Story and Warren, State of Iowa (the area served by the College being
hereinafter referred to as the "Merged Area"), is an area community college and a body politic
organized and existing under the laws o f the State of Iowa, and is authorized and empowered by
Chapter 260E o f the Code o f Iowa, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the "Act"), to issue
New Jobs Training Certificates and use the proceeds from the sale o f said Certificates to defray
all or a portion o f the cost o f a "New Jobs Training Program" as that term is defined in the Act,
including the program costs, the purpose of which is to encourage industry and trade to locate
and expand within the State o f Iowa (the "State") in order to create jobs and employment
opportunities and to improve the economic welfare of the residents of the State; and
WHEREAS, the College is also authorized and empowered by Section 15A.7 o f the Code
o f Iowa, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the "Supplemental Act"), to issue New Jobs
Training Certificates under the Supplemental Act and payable from a supplemental new jobs
credit from withholding authorized under the Supplemental Act and to use the proceeds from the
sale o f said Certificates to fund the program services for an additional New Jobs Training
Program; and
WHEREAS, the College has undertaken negotiations with respect to New Jobs Training
Programs with the companies set forth below (hereinafter referred to as the "Companies"),
pursuant to the provisions o f the Act and the Supplemental Act for the purpose of establishing
job training programs (hereinafter referred to as the "Projects") to educate and train workers for
new jobs with the Companies at their facilities located or to be located in the Merged Area
served by the College, which Projects will be beneficial to the Companies and the College:

Company

Location

ABC Virtual Communication, Inc.
Access Direct Telemarketing, Inc.
Iowa Telecommunications Services, Inc.
Modem Solutions, Inc.
Pella Corporation
Windsor Window Company

West Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa
Newton, Iowa
West Des Moines, Iowa
Pella, Iowa
West Des Moines, Iowa

WHEREAS, the Projects will include jobs which the Companies have agreed will qualify
for the supplemental new jobs credit from withholding authorized under the Supplemental Act
and the College has determined that the starting wages which the Companies have agreed to pay
make such jobs eligible for the supplemental new jobs credit from withholding authorized under
the Supplemental Act; and
WHEREAS, the College has determined that the aggregate amount necessary to defray
all or a portion o f the cost o f the Projects, including necessary expenses incidental thereto, will
require the issuance by the College of its New Jobs Training Certificates pursuant to the
provisions of the Act in the amount o f $2,585,000 and its Taxable New Jobs Training
Certificates pursuant to the provisions o f the Supplemental Act in the amount of $2,120,000 for
the purpose o f funding the Projects in the amounts set forth below opposite the name of each
Company:

Company
ABC Virtual Communication, Inc.
Access Direct Telemarketing, Inc.
Iowa Telecommunications Services,
Inc.
M odem Solutions, Inc.
Pella Corporation
Windsor Window Company
Total

Certificates
Under the Act

Certificates
Under the
Supplemental Act

Total Amount

$484,000
347,500
1 ,001,000

$483,000
34,000
923,000

$967,000
381,500
1,924,000

97,000
562,000
93,500

96,500
551,000
32,500

193,500
1,113,000
126,000

$2,585,000

$2 , 120,000

$4,705,000

WHEREAS, it is proposed to finance the costs of the Projects through the issuance under
the Act o f New Jobs Training Certificates (Multiple Projects 28-A) of the College in an
aggregate principal amount o f $2,585,000 (the "Series A Certificates") and through the issuance
under the Supplemental Act o f Taxable New Jobs Training Certificates (Multiple Projects 28-B)
o f the College in an aggregate principal amount of $2,120,000 (the "Series B Certificates") (the
Series A Certificates and the Series B Certificates are referred to in the aggregate as the
“Certificates”); and
WHEREAS, the Certificates have been offered for sale pursuant to notice published as
required by law and bids have been received for the purchase of the Certificates; and
WHEREAS, the Board has determined that the most favorable bid received for the Series
A Certificates was from Salomon Smith Barney, Chicago, Illinois (the "Series A Purchaser"),
and that the terms o f said bid are as follows:

Interest
Rate

Principal Amount

Maturity
(June 1)

4.625%
4.625%
4.75%
4.75%
4.75%
4.75%
4.80%
4.80%
4.85%

$80,000
180,000
205,000
235,000
310,000
360,000
390,000
410,000
415,000

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Price: $2,559,150.00
N et Interest Cost: $827,553.75
True Interest Rate: 4.9720%
WHEREAS, the Board has determined that the most favorable bid received for the Series
B Certificates was from US Bancorp-Piper Jaffray, Inc., Chicago, Illinois (the "Series B
Purchaser"), and that the terms of said bid are as follows:
Interest
Rate

Principal Amount

Maturity
(June 1)

6.30%
6.40%
6.45%
6.50%
6.55%
6.60%
6.65%
6.65%
6.65%

$65,000
150,000
170,000
190,000
255,000
300,000
315,000
335,000
340,000

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Price: $2,098,938.75
N et Interest Cost: $926,980.00
True Interest Rate: 6.7978%
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE AS FOLLOWS:
3

Section 1. That the bid received from the Series A Purchaser for the Series A Certificates
is determined to be the most favorable bid received by the College for the Series A Certificates
and the sale o f the Series A Certificates to the Purchaser upon the terms set forth in the bid, a
copy o f which is attached hereto, is hereby approved.
Section 2. That the bid received from the Series B Purchaser for the Series B Certificates
is determined to be the most favorable bid received by the College for the Series B Certificates
and the sale o f the Series B Certificates to the Purchaser upon the terms set forth in the bid, a
copy o f which is attached hereto, is hereby approved.
Section 3. That the form o f bid for the purchase of the Series A Certificates by the Series
A Purchaser is hereby approved and ratified, and the President of the Board o f Directors is
authorized to execute the bid form and to proceed with the arrangements and to execute such
other documents as the officers o f the College deem necessaiy to complete the sale of the Series
A Certificates to the Series A Purchaser.
Section 4. That the form o f bid for the purchase of the Series B Certificates by the Series
B Purchaser is hereby approved and ratified, and the President of the Board of Directors is
authorized to execute the bid form and to proceed with the arrangements and to execute such
other documents as the officers o f the College deem necessary to complete the sale of the Series
B Certificates to the Series B Purchaser.
Section 5. That the notice o f the sale o f the Certificates heretofore given and all acts of
the Secretary done in furtherance o f the sale of the Certificates are hereby ratified and approved.
Section 6. That all Resolutions and parts thereof in conflict herewith are hereby repealed
to the extent o f such conflict.
Passed and approved this 11th day of December, 2000.

\

¿7
;sident ofm e Board o f Directors
Dire
President
Attest:

Secretary of th^Board of Directors
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STATE OF IOWA
COUNTY OF POLK

)
) SS:
)

I, Trudy Little, Secretary o f the Board of Directors of the Des Moines Area Community
College, do hereby certify that I have in my possession or have access to the complete corporate
records o f said College and o f its Board of Directors and officers; and that I have carefully com
pared the transcript hereto attached with the aforesaid corporate records and that said transcript
hereto attached is a true, correct and complete copy of all of the corporate records showing the
action taken with respect to the matters set forth therein by the Board o f Directors of said College
on December 11, 2000, which proceedings remain in full force and effect, and have not been
amended or rescinded in any way; that such meeting was duly and publicly held in accordance
with the Notice o f Meeting and tentative agenda, a copy of which was timely served on each
member o f the Board o f Directors and posted on a bulletin board or other prominent place easily
accessible to the public and clearly designated for that purpose at the principal office of the
Board o f Directors (a copy o f the face sheet of said agenda being attached hereto) pursuant to the
rules o f the Board o f Directors and the provisions of Chapter 21, Code of Iowa, as amended,
upon reasonable advance notice to the public and media at least twenty-four (24) hours prior to
the commencement o f the meeting as required by said law and with members of the public in
attendance. I further certify that the individuals named in the attached proceedings were on the
date thereof duly and lawfully possessed of their respective offices as indicated therein, that no
Board o f Directors vacancies existed except as may be stated in said proceedings, and that no
controversy or litigation is pending, prayed or threatened involving the organization, existence or
boundaries o f the College or the right of the individuals named therein as officers to their respec
tive positions.
WITNESS my hand hereto affixed this 11th day of December, 2000.

_

Secretary of the B o ^ u of Directors

Regular Board Mtg.
December 1 2 , 2 0 0 0
Attachment #4

BOARD REPORT
To the Board o f Directors o f
Des Moines Area Community College

AGENDA ITEM

Number: 00-143
Date:
December 11, 2000
Page:
1 of2

Human Resources Report

BACKGROUND
I.

New Personnel
A. Parker, Pamela J.
Special Needs Coordinator
Ankeny Campus, Student Support Services
Annual Salary: $33,000
Effective: November 20, 2000
B. Selover, Laura J.
Instructor, Business/Social Studies
Newton Polytechnic Campus, Basics and Beyond
12 Months Per Year Position (.931 FTE)
Annual Salary: $37,317
Effective: November 20, 2000
Specially Funded Faculty

II.

Reassignment
A. Giese, Barbara J.
From Training Consultant, Ankeny Campus, Grade A7,
To Associate Dean, West Campus, Grade A9
Annual Salary: $65,500
Effective: November 6, 2000

III.

Promotions
A. Leonardi, James
Ankeny Campus, ABE/ESL/HSE
From Lab Assistant, Newton Correctional Facility, Admin./Professional,
To Instructor, Correctional Education Program, Faculty 12 Months
Annual Salary: $32,627
Effective: October 30, 2000
Specially Funded Faculty

B. Twedt, Asta
Ankeny Campus, ABE/ESL/HSE
From Lab Assistant, Iowa Correctional Institute for Women, Professional,
To Instructor, Correctional Education Program, Faculty 12 Months
Annual Salary: $34,118
Effective: October 30, 2000
Specially Funded Faculty
IV.

Resignations
A. Lilienthal, Robin Shaffer
Educational Advisor
Newton Polytechnic Campus
Effective: December 8, 2000
B. Nielsen, Nick L.
Coordinator, Computer Graphics Services
Ankeny Campus, Marketing
. Effective: January 2, 2001
C. Stillinger, Jane M.
Health Careers Opportunity Program Advisor
Ankeny Campus
Effective: August 11, 2000
D. Struve, Richard G.
Instructor, Electronics
Ankeny Campus
Effective: November 13, 2000

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Board approve the listed continuing contracts and ratify the
personnel actions for the other employees having Employment Agreements for the
period October 26, 2000, through November 21, 2000.

DM ACC

DES M O INES AREA
CO M M UNITY COLLEGE

ADDENDUM

I.

BOARD REPORT
To the Board o f Directors o f
D es Moines Area Community College

Human Resources Report

Resignation
A.

Edwards, Phillip J.
Instructor, Graphic Arts
Ankeny Campus, Industry and Technology
Effective: November 20, 2000

Number: 00-143A
Date:
December 11, 2000
Page:
lofl

Report:
Date:
Time:

11/10/2000
09:19 AM

Des Moines Area^Wmm College
List of checks over 42,500.00
from 30-OCT-2000 to 10-NOV-2000

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Alliant Utilities IES Ut i

178953

47,025.SS

4928.68
6190
■---46-3-68---- 6-f90—
432.19
6190
46,001.03
6190

American Association of C

178955

4S,120.00

$5, 120.00

-ANE— Go mput-er-Services----

17S963

$2-rfr96^25-

42t69 &—£5---- 6269— ANE" -Co m^uter Serv _ £ 6

—

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

6040

INDEX TITLE
Utilities
Ut iTities-----------Physical Plant Newto
Utilities
Other General Inst it

Page-

ACCOUNT TITLE
Ut i1 ir ies
Ut H-irt ie'SUt i1 it ies
Utilities
Memberships
Ot her—Servi e es—

Barilla America, Inc.

178977

419,732.09

Corapucom

179005

«5,292.00

45,292.00

6323

Technical Update Equ

Minor Equipment

D and K Products

179013

43,976.00

43,976.00

6443

Grounds

Turf Maintenance

-DMAC-G— Founda ti-on-

-179018

-4-1-7-7-398-0-0-

44^7—39 8r 00-

DMB Imaging Inc

179020

«4,760.00

44,760.00

6511

Commercial Hort

Purchases for Resale

Everett Pad- and Paper

179036

44,632.88

44,342.00
4290.88

6512
6230

Bookstore - Ankeny
Bookstore - Ankeny

General Merchandise
Postage and Expediti

Hy Vee Food Stores

179072

43,394.14

4654.55
6321
417.98
6322
471-36
63214907.00
6321
4892.49
6321
4743— 20----632 5
439.74
6322
446.74
6321
42-1-.-03----6321—

Iowa Communications Netwo

179082

416,160.53

431.50
6269
4-348-r 0G--- 61-50
$1,886.33
6150
«44.51
6150
«124— 70—
6150—
«151.88
6150
4122.16
6150
-$ 6-7 8 6 S— 5 3 — —— 615 0—
$42.00
6269
43, 486 .39
6150
$26 1—0 0 -- 6150—
41,286.28
62 69
41,286.25
6269

41 1 ,673. 64
— 48-r0S8-.-45-

6269 Barilla America Job
Other Services
— 626^9— BariTla-America Mgt/— Othe r-Services—

-Set-O'-Mayt-ag—t e a s e d —Space------R e n ta l—e f —Buiridi-ngs---

Two Day Drinking Dri Food
Office of the Direct
Materials 4 Supplies
Occuparional Safety— Food---------------Two Day Drinking Dri Food
Two Day Drinking Dri Food
--Jwo-Day Dr irrki-ng—Dri-Food
--- — -----Mathmatics 4 Science Materials
4 Supplies
Two Day Drinking Dri Food
Two—Day— Dr inki ng- Dri Food----------------

, Regular Board Mtg
- December 12, 2000
: Attachment #5

Office Occupations
Other Services
Iowa- CommunT-catrons-— — Commtmrcatitms—
Communications
Communications
Communicat ions
Communications
C om m u n1 c ati ons ---- — Co m m m rtati ons—
Communications
Communicat ions
Communicat ions
Communications
Co mm urrifccattons------ — Com nrnrrftaT-ion s—
Technical Cont inuing
Other Services
Commun icat ions
Cofamun icat ions
ICN Operations------ — Commundcat-i-o ns —
Iowa Communi cat ions
Other Services
Other Services
Continuing Ed Critic

Report : Fli^^nO
Date:
lt^T/2000
rime:
09:1? AM

List

of checks

Oes M o i n e s A r e ^ ^ ^ p m C o l I e g e
over $2,500.00
^ W r o m 3 Q- Q C T - E O O O

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

loua Communications Netuo

17 9 0 8 2

$16,160.S3

$224.00

J Laurenzo Specialty Prod

179093

$11,453.00

«3,790.00
$660.00

$3^003-00-

6369

to

10-NQV-300G

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT T I T L E

Intructional Realloc

Other Services

6090 Office of the Dir, P Maintenance/Repair o
6090 Office of the Dir, P Maintenance/Repair o
-&090— Office of the -Dir,— P— tta'rntenrance/Re p alr~ ir

Kansas City Audio Visual

179¡ 01

$3,433.00

$3,488.00

7100

Office of the Dean,

Marsden Bldg Maintenance

179133

$36,935.00

$300.00
$3,165.00
$3,042.00
$3,170.00

6030
6030
6930
6030
6030

Cu st od ia 1
Cu s tod ia 1
Maytag Leased Space Custodial
“Cus Ccrdia h- -— — -- eusTodi a h
Physical Plant Opera Custodial
Maytag Leased Space Custodial

$3,691.96

6333

Equip Replacement In

$T -3 -,-3 5 3 t0 0 -

Furniture, Machinery
Se rv ic es
Services
Ser v ice s Services
Services

Materials 4 Supplies

McDonald and Associates

179139

$3,691.96

— Microsoft Educat-ion-4— Cer

-1 7 9 1 3 3 -

-$-3,5-32-rS Q

— H-idA meri can— Energy— Co-

-1791-37-

-$7,t67 . 6 9-

$T-,649—86
$ 15. 02

Mi dArceri can Energy Co

179133

$6,353.13

$6,253.13

6190

Ut il i tles

Pella CorporatIon

179171

$31,556.43

$16,029.73
$4,639.30

6363
6269

Pella Corp Proj S3 J Disposal of Hazardou
Pella Corp Proj #3 T Other Services
Pe íI-a-Gorp- Pro j— #3- M-— Other- Serv ices------

Pella Corporat ion

179173

$44,673.99

$35,000.00
— -$7vö9B-.-99$1,775.00

— Per iph era I-So-lut-ions-Tne

1791-73-

"$3t 375t 0G-- -65-20— BtroJcstxire---- Atr!ceny--- Pu re ha ses-for-Re-sate—
$157.50
6230 Bookstore - Ankeny
Postage and Expediti
-6*1 -90 Ot-irlrrr-i-es— -------------Ut-rTities---------6511 House 48 513 SE Mich Purchases for Resale
$19.53
6511
House 48 513 SE Mich Purchases for Resale
$5-r47-7— 23---- 6798-- U tilit-i e s------- — ---- Ut il Lt ies----------

-$48t-4-07-.-03----- $28,-350. 00—
$5,645.00
$6,113.00

Ut i 1 it ies

6269 Pella Corp Proj 4 Jo Other Services
"6n269~—Pehha- G o t p—P t o “J— 4— Tr— 01 her— Se rvices-6269 Pella Corp P r o j 4 rig O t h e r S e r v i c e s
6324— Duplicat-ing-Serv ices— Computer-Software
7100 Duplicating Services Furniture, Machinery
6369 Duplicating Services Other Services

Pinkerton Security Ä Inve

179181

$9,352.64

$6,973.02
$2,374.62

6261
6261

Office of the Dir, P
Office of the Dir, P

Contracted Security
Contracted Security

ROG Bussard Dikis Inc

179195

$3,962.24

$422.06
$3,540.18

7600
7600

Renovation Buildings
Newton Polytechnic C

Buildings and Fixed
Buildings and Fixed

SBC Datacoma

179208

$4,759.23

$4,759.32

6323

-St-orege-&— DesLgn— Sroup-

-779228-

Technical Update Equ

Minor Equipment

-$3t 41-3 -9-7------$3,-41 3 -97----7-600— Newt on~F ohy-techrr ic G— Buildings- an d-Fi xed—

Report :
Date :
Time :

11 / 10/2000

List

Des M o i n e s Ar e ,
of c he c k s o v e r $ 2 , 5 0 0 . 0 0

>mm College
from 3 0-OCT-2000 to 10-NOV-2000

Pagi

09:19 AM

VENDOR NAME

TNT Landscaping

Qwest
— Ueiirs— Fargo— Broirerage-Ser-

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE

179244
$13,332.00
$5,525.14
7600 DSM Rec Trail 4 Fish Buildings and Fixed
— --------------------------$-4 7 4 - ^ 3 6 ---- 5 4 4 4 - Grounds----------Landscaping' Material$7,000.00
6100 Buildings Equipment
Maintenance of Groun
$332.00
6444 Grounds
Landscaping Material
179259

$3,436.94

779273'

-$45 ,074 :1 6

$3,436.94

61 50

Communicat ions

Communicat ions

— $-2^174.77---- 6-7 HO— ChTM e r-Repa-irs--

“Trrreres t— ort~Debt---------

$19,649.56
2720 Chiller Repairs
$20,925.54
2720 Chiller Repairs
— :$2t 2&4t S9---- 6700 Chi 11er -Repairs'

Leaseholds Payable
Leaseholds Payable
■lute re-st— on-Detrt--------

Adams, Jennifer L.

179314

$2,584.00

$2,584.00

1410

Due From Students

Burkett, Belinda A.

179330

$2,547.00

$2,547.00

1410

Due From Students

-1793-37-

-$3t -337t27-

-$3—3-3-7r27-

7417

-Dtre—From—St-udertt"s-

Deck er, Kenneth B .

179347

$3,072.13

$3,072.13

1410

Due From Students

Froehlich, Stephen D .

179364

$3,231.00

$3,231.00

1410

Due From Students

779374-

$3,214-00

-$-3t 2T47-0O'

-14-10

Schroeder, Mattheu H.

179453

$2,542.10

$2,542.10

1410

Due From Students

Southward, Mel Issa C .

179460

$3,214.00

$3, £1 4. 00

1410

Due From Students

-179470-

-$2,890-74-

-$2t S90t4 4-

7410-

-Due- From Students—

Ames Community School

179485

$6,990.00

$6,990.00

6210

Intruct1onal Rea 1loc

Rent a1 of Bui 1dings

CNA Insurance Companies

179534

$3,314.56

$3,314.56

2255

Payroll Payments

Mise Insurances Paya

-$-3-,791— 09

-$4-,-f66-.-00$2,625.00

7100

Christ ert-sen,- Jason M .

— Harding,— Patrict-a ir;—

- Uool-wort-hi— Mar y— Br---

-Oompucoo------------- —

17953-7-

■Dtre—Fmm-S'tudent-s“■

6323— Technical— Update Hqu— MiiTor— Egtri-pnrerrt-----

Perkins Boone Office Furniture, Machinery

1-79543-

$32t 092t !5---- $32,-

YMCA

179558

$ 1 Ó,000.00

$10, 000.00

6269

Gear Up Subcontract

DrÌtherm Inc

179565

$2,780.00

$ 1,542.50
$1,237.50

6377
6377

Mechanical
Mechanical

Fairfield Language Techno

1795 S3

$6,935.00

$6,935.00

6324

Community Technology

-Fi-rs-t-—USA- F 1-nancia-1— Serv-1-

17 9591

— $3,6 32 t37-

— Co ventry—He a-l£-h--Care— o-f■ i

1- Paymenrs

Princi pal— Health ins
Other Services

Maintenan Material5 /Supplies f
Maintenan Materials/Supplies f

Computer Software

---- $5--60--- 6269— Mechanical- Maintenan— Otho r S e rvTces---

Report:
Date:
Time:

FwWt040
11/10/2000
09:10 AM

VENDOR NAME

Des Moines Are^^omm College
List of checks over $2,500.00
from 30-OCT-2Q00 to 10-NOV-2000

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

INDEX TITLE

Pat

ACCOUNT TITLE

First USA Financial Servi
179591
$3,632.37
$5.00
6269 Office of the Dir, P Other Services
------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------- 6269— Officeof-the-Dir, P— OtherServ ices-----$5.00
6269 Physical Plant Opera Other Services
$89.9S
6322 Physical Plant Opera Materials 4 Supplies
------------------------- =
---:
----------------------- $5 .00--- 6269— Purchasi-ng-and-Gentr -Other Services------$5.00
6269 Purchasing
and Centr Other Services
$5.00
6269 Mechanical
Maintenan Other Services
-$-1-09-r4-1
6-3-77— Mechanical Maintenan— Materi-als/Suppli es f
$5.00
6269 Mechanical
Maintenan Other Services
$5.00
6269 Physical Plant Newto
Other Services
— $4 Q-.-34--- 6379— Of f ice -cf— the-Di r-,- P - Material s/-5upp-Hes— f$5.00
6269
Office of the Dir, P
Other Services
$50.36
6322
Grounds
Materials 4 Supplies
— $5^-00—
-626-9— Mecha nice l-Maint-e nan— 9t her~Ser vi ces-----$22.05
6373
Office of the Dir, P
Materials/Supplies f
$5.00
6269
Mechanical Maintenan Other Services
$5-rOO - — 6269— Mechanica-l-Maintenan— Other Se-rvices-----$65.79
6322 Office of the Ex Dea Materials 4 Supplies
$230.40
6322 Physical Plant Opera Materials 4 Supplies
-------------------------------------------------------------------$5-r0fl---- 6269 Physic-aiP 1a nt Oper-a— Other -Services------$5.00
6269 Mechanical Maintenan Other Services
$5.00
6269 Grounds
Other Services
---------------------------------------— ---------.------ — ---------- $5---00--- 8269— Physical P lant-Opera— Other— Services— —
$5.00
6269 Office of the Dir, P Other Services
$5.00
6269 Mechanical Maintenan Other Services
------- ----------------------------------------------------------------— $5.-00----6269— EmroTTfnent Managemen— Other-Serv ices------$5.00
6269 Mechanical Maintenan Other Services
$5.00
6269 Oust odial
Other Services
----------------------------------------------------------------------- $4-1-— T-4----63-7-7— Mech arvita-l -Maintenan— MateriaT-s/Supplies f$5.00
6269 Office of the Dir, P Other Services
$5.00
6269 Grounds
Other Services
■
$5 . - 0 0 ----6269— Office— of--the--Din--P— Ot her Services-----$5.00
6269 Mechanical Maintenan Other Services
$500.00
6420 Transporation
Vehicle Materials an
--------------------------------------------------------------------------$3— 00----6269— Vehicl-c-Pool------ — — —Ot her Serv ices-----$2,177.59
1650 Physical Plant Uareh Physical Plant Mater
$5.00
6269 Enrollment Managemen Other Services
----------------------------------------------------------------------- $ 162-rl5---- 6377— Physica 1— PI a nt— Ope ra— Hate ri-ais/Supp-l-ires— f—
$33.19
6322 Physical Plant Opera Materials 4 Supplies
-H4R- Accounts— Pne------------------------- 17-9644------ $4t4-24-.-&3------ $4,424v53--- 8 -7 -8 O— Gff-ice-o f-the-Gontro— eoli-ecti-on-Agency-ExHewlett Packard
179626
$5,413.00
$2,213.00
6060
— — ----------------------------------------------------------------- $864rO0--- 6060
$2,095.00
6060
$241.00
6060

Information Systems
firfot*m-at-i-on-Systems
Information Systems
Information Systems

Maintenance/Repair o
Maintenance/Repaico
Maintenance/Repair o
Maintenance/Repair o

FUÏÏïïV
Report: H FWR
k i040
Date:
11/10/2000
Time:
09:19 AM

Oes Moines Area Comm College
List of checks over $2,500.00
from 30-OCT-20G0 to 1Q-NOV-200Q

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Hobsons Digital Media Inc

179623

$23,000 .00

Hopkins Sporting Goods In

IV9632

$4,867.34

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER
$23,000.00

6269

Page:

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE

Office of the Direct

Other Services

$720.54
6323 Uoraens Basketball
$624.00
6323 Mens Basketball
-$3—5£2—80---- 6323— Mens Bas-fcetbaT 1—

Minor Equipment
Minor Equipment
— Minor—Equipment

-

Hu Friedy

179635

$3,097.07

ITA Group

179660

$72,951.75

John Deere Family Healthp

179666

$233,I 15.36

$233,It S.36

2250

Payrol1 Payments

Heritage Health Insu

Laser Resources LLC

1796S3

$4,490.52

$4, 49 0. 52

6060

Duplicat ing Services

Maintenance/Repair o

-Ma-rMn -Brot hers Di stri bu-t-

-1-7-9-761

$8,097.07

6460

$10,001.83
6269
$52,191.98
6269
$T-0t 'T5-7-t94— ;--- 6269

SADHA

Other Materials and

ITA Group Job Specif Other Services
ITA Group Mgt/Superv Other Serv ices
ITA -Group —Tra ini ng -M— Ot her—Servoi ces—

-$4-5-39 .34-------- $26-1— 64
-6515 Cafeteria------6460 Cafeteria
$73.53
$639.04
6511 Snack Bar
--------------- -— $5-1-r24-6460— Snac k— Bar------$14.25
6511 Snack Bar
$862.59
6511
Snack Bar
-$264-97-65-1-1— Snack-Bar— ----$252.64
6460 Snack Bar
$584.00
6511 Snack Bar
-$H■6 6 —8 6 ---- 6515-Cs f-eteri-a—
$140.41
6S15 Cafeteria
$108.16
6511 Snack Bar
— $36 .56---- 6460— Snack— Bar$116.23
6515 Cafeteria
$145.42
6460 Snack Bar
-$699-.55— -— 651-1 Snack— Ber$157.01
6460 Cafeteria
- $ 3 1.93
6511 Snack Bar
$£-.-78---- 654-1--S n-ack— Ba r-

La kevi-e«-3nn--------- Other Materials and
Purchases for Resale
Ot-her—Ma tenia ls-and---Purchases for Resale
Purchases for Resale
Purchases— for -Resale--Other Materials and
Purchases for Resale
ba-k-evi-ew— I-nn----------La feeview Inn
Purchases for Resale
Ot-her Mater ia ls-and---Lakeview Inn
Other Materials and
Purchases- for— Re-sa-le--Other Materials and
Purchases for Resale
Purchases—for--Resale— —

NI ACC

179727

$5,331.00

$5,331 .00

6269

Office Occupations

Other Services

Oakridge Neighborhood Ser

179734

$9 ,1 0 0 . 0 0

$9,100.00

6269

Career Link Grant

Other Services

-Ohland— Concrete— Gons-truc-t-

-1-79735

OSE/Office Furniture

179737

--- $3 ,971— 00----- $-3,-97-1-00 $15,129.S3

$14, 903.34

$226-^49ROG Bussard Dikis Inc

179769

$13,140.45

$5,453.19

-7360

DSM— Rec—'Fra-i-1- &—Pi-sh— O ther-Struct unes— an:

7600 Equip Replacement Ac Buildings and Fixed
-76 00— Yo-ut-h— at— R-i-s-fe— Ankeny— Buildi ngs—and-Fi-xed
7600

West Grand Campus

Buildings and Fixed

Report : F W ^^40
Date:
11/10/2000
Time:
0 9 : 1? AM

List

of checks

Des M o i ne s Are.
over $2,500.00

!mro College
■from 30-OCT-SO00 to 1Q-NOV-20Q0

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

ROG Bussard Dikis Inc

179763

$13,140.45

$7,687.26

VHR Scientific

179779

$3,829.32

$3,829.32

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

Pagi

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE

7600

Uest Grand Campus

Buildings and Fixed

6323

Technology Funds Hea

Minor Equipment

!79-7-8}—

$-157331—6-6

-$5,-52-1— 58--- 7106— TechnTca-i Update-Equ— FurrrftTirer M-archinery
$1,485.60
7100 Technical Update Equ Furniture, Machinery
$8,324.50
7100 Technical Update Equ Furniture, Machinery

Siemens Building Techo log

179789

$24,000.00

$24, 000. 00

— Sinrons -Body—Shop----------

177791

~^2-,-555r55-

-$2 ,-955^55

17979^

$4,207.49

— SBC— Oat acorcm— ;

Standard Printing and Des

— Texas Mot or*—Speedway-

-179309-

7600

Uest Grand Campus

-60 6*0— Veh ic T e ’-Po o 1---------

6120
$695.87
-frf&B—
— - $-433— 60
$1,612.16
6120
$445.43
6120
----------------- $5T9\-90--- 61 £0—
4 4 4 5 .4 8
6120

-$6r0 05-rOB------ $6t 005— 00--- 6511

Office of the Direct
Office— erf the “Direct—
Office of the Direct
Office of the Direct
Of fi ce -of f he Direct
Office of the Direct

Buildings and Fixed
“Mai nrenanee/Repair _c
Printing/Reproduct io
Print ing/Reproduct io—
Printing/Reproductio
Printing/Reproductio
Print ing/freproduct io—
Printing/Reproductio

Aiamrri— Ass-ociratro rr— — Purchases— fOT^Resale—

$3,332.17
$3,284.31
6377 Mechanical Maintenan Materials/Supplies f
-------------------$-4 7 — 8 6 ---- 6377— Mechanic a T Mai-ntenan— Mat er iaisTSupp 1ies f~

Trabue Co

17 9813

Uest Des Moines Schools

179839

$4,950.00

$4,950.00

6210

Armstrong, Ruth M.

179361

$3,429.80

$3,429.80

1410

Due From Students

-1-79336-

-$3-r844-r26-

-$3x344x20-

-14 10-

-Due— From— Student s~

Treager^ Jennifer M.

179973

$2,890.14

$2,890.14

1410

Due From Students

Pierson,'Jodi J..

130007

$3,214.00

$3,214.00

1410

-Uhite, Kad-in Dr-

-1-80013-

-Burr ie-|-Ea r 1-\r-.

—

-$3x340x00----- $3, 340 .-00"

-REPORT— T-OTAt-

-$982-, 533x58

Intructional Reali oc

Unrestrict Student A

Rent al of Buildings

Due From Students

1410— Urrrestrict— Student— A— Dure—Fronr—Students—

Kspon
Date :
Ti roe :

TT*nr

I 7/S00 0

List

■

1 1 PM

UUt. NUi l l Ua AVA
of checks o v e r $ 2 ,5 0 0 .0 0

gonidi tüTTcyc
from 13-NOV-20 00 to 24-NOV-2000

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

American Express Financia

180025

»3,554.SO

$3,554.SO

Collection Services Cente

130029

$3,366.14

$3,366.14

- Coraaiunlty_State Bank_____

180030

Jfe993,5_ia. 12

Deere Community Credit Un

180033

$6,409.90

DMACC HEA

130033

»3,413.30

180044

$4,235.39-

-F-1rs-t Iowa Credit Union

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT T I T L E

2260

Payroll Payments

Tax Sheltered Annuit

2299

Payroll Payments

Other Employee Deduc

1.11.9___________________

-Check 1ng-Pay ro iI----

$6,409.90

2299

Payroll Payments

Other Employee Deduc

»3,413.30

2272

Payrol1 Payments

DMACC/HEA Dues Payab

-£293*£LL£.-J.£-

1300 55

»62,654.31

»62,654.31

2230

Payrol1 Payments

IPERS Payable

Teachers Insurance and An

130035

$15,473.24

$15,473.24

2260

Payrol1 Payments

Tax Sheltered Annuit

e
ai

180087

»56,765.56

456,765 56

2240

Payrol I Payment«?

T1AA/CREF Payahle

Vanguard Group

130097

$4,342.11

$4,342.11

2260

Payroll Payments

Tax Sheltered Annuit

Aztec Software Associates

180126

»9,025.00

»9,025.00

6324

Community Technology

Computer Software

ColorFX

130164

»7 r922 .0 0

$7,922.00

6120

.Offi.ce.af. the Direct

Pr1nt 4ng/Reproduct ia

Compucom

130166

»29,561.21

-»285.8S
*3,900.80
»301.48
$235.35
»2,723.33
$15,858.46
»4,521.00
$2,251 14

6323
6323
6322
6323
71 00
71 00
71 00
7100

Economic Development
Technical Update Equ
Equip Replacement AT
Economic Development
Technical Update _Equ
Technical Update Equ
Newton Polytechnic C
Technical Update Equ

Minor Equipment
Mi nor Equipment
Materials & Supplies
Minor Equipment
Furniture., .Machinery
Furniture, Machinery
Furniture, Machinery
Furniture, Machinery .

»90.00
$235.00
»2,425.00
$315.00
»330.00

6120
6120
6120
6120
£120

Office
Office
Office
Office
Office

Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct

Pr inting/Reproductlo
Pr int ing/Reproducti o
Pr inting/Reproductio
Print ing/Reproduct io
Printing/Reproductio

!

IPERS

County Line Printing L C

130170

»3,395.00

of
of
of
of
of

the
the
the
the
the

_

Des Moines Pro fiasketbal1

130185

»2,300.00

$2,800.00

61 10

Office of the Direct

Information Services

DMACC Foundation

1801 94

$6,354.71

$6,354.71

6210

Building 21 Lease

Rental of Buildings

ECS Inc

180199

»9.203.40

»2.333.50
$6,062.40
»600.00

6323 -Equip.-Replacement Li. „Minor...Equipment___________
71 00 Equip Replacement Li Furniture, Machinery
6323 Equip Replacement Li Minor Equipment

Report : FU^UHQ'
Date:
t^B/2000
Time*.
o W l PM

List

Des M o i n e s A r ^^Könra College
of checks over $ £ ,5 0 0 .0 0
^Jfroia 13-NOV-30 00 t o 2 4 - N O V - 2 0 0 0

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

ECS Inc

180199

$9,203.40

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

$7.SO

$£00-00
Electronic Workbench

180202

$4,005.00

Government Computer Sales

130239

£69,944.14

$4,005.00

INDEX T I T L E

PaJ

ACCOUNT T I T L E

6060 Media Services
Maintenance/Repair o
_6323_ ._Equip_.Re p 1acejaen.t Sc. .Mi-nar_Equi paeni_______
6324

Technology Funds Adv

£1,815.03
7100 Youth at Risk Ankeny
$1,648.14
7100 Youth at Risk Ankeny
£3.145,34
7100 Equipment Replaceden
$4,760.76
7100 Equip Replacement AT
£31,554.26
7100 Technical Update Equ
. $5,388^1-___ -7100 Youth a
£3,143.33
7100
Office of the Dean,
$1,648.14
7100
Office of the VP, St
-£3-4,-053._4-4____ 7-10Q__ Comaunit-y Technology
$3,786.51
7100 Technical Update Equ

Computer Software
Furniture,
Furniture,
Furniturer
Furniture,
Furniture,

Machinery
Machinery
Machinery.
Machinery
Machinery

Furniture,
Furniture,
Furniture,
Furniture,

Machinery
Machinery
Machinery
Machinery

Haoie Manufacturing Co

1_8023 6_

£6 . 5 4 8 .<ÜL

£6 r54ft-00

71QQ

Technology Funds Bus

Furniture, Machinery

Hewlett Packard

130245

$4,572.00

$4,573.00

6060

Information Systems

Maintenance/Repair o

Iowa Psychiatric Nurses A

180373

£5,183.31

£5,183.31

6369

Health Occupations

Other Services

Kansas City Audio Visual

18Q287

-$-3-^633.00-

KJUU E ngineering Consulta
Laboratory Supply Co

$-15ft. 00
£3,488.00

_63£2
7100

Perk ins carrai I Of fi
Perkins Boone Office

fta_tLe_c_Lals_-i. Supplì
Furniture, Machinery

$13, 1-42.46

6015

Iowa Enargy Ctr Ener

Consultant's Fees___

180395
£5,399.59
£6.75
6332
____________________________ $5.292.84____ 7100

Medical Assistant
Technology Funds Hea

Materials 6 Supplies
_Eurni.tmr.e-, Machinery
Maintenance/Repair o
-Maintenance/Repair o
Materials & Supplies

180291

Laserquipt Inc

180399

£3,915.51

£55.00
$214.90
£3,645.61

6060
6060
6322

ULAN Support
ULAN Support
ULAN Support

Manufacturers Service Co

1 S 0311

$3.150.43

$£,476.83£673.56

6322
6323

Equip Replacement In
Equip Replacement In

Materials i Supplies
Materi als 6 Supplies

Martin Brothers Distribut

1S 0313-

$3,212.94

$172.£3
$897.10
£54.75
$31 1 .07£419.30
$944.51
£139.25
$41.28
£220.74

6460
6511
6515
6511
6515
6515
6460
6S15
651 1

finacli Ban
Snack Bar
Cafeteri a
Snack—Bar
Cafeteri a
Cafeteria
.Snack Ban.
Cafeteria
Snack Bar

Other Haterials-and
Purchases for Resale
Lakevieu Inn
Purchases for Resale
Lakevieu Inn
Lakeview Inn
.Other- Materials. and
Lakeview Inn
Purchases for Resale

------------------------------------------------ Des
Ar.
L i s t of checks over $ 2 ,5 0 0 .0 0

Report •'
Date :
!^V7/2000
Time:
04:I1 PM

I

.omta Loiitjg?“^ ^ “
Ifroro 13-NOV-2000 to 24-NOV-2000

TW

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Martin Brothers Distribuì

180313

$-3,212.94

Marvel

130315

*10,573.55

$591.05

7600

Newton Polytechnic C Buildings and Fixed
: Bu ildings. .and..Fixed.

Mercy Hospital Medical Ce

130323

$2,670.00

$2,670.00

6269

Ue U ness

Other Services

Mid Iowa Construction

1a 0326

*2,706.74

*2,706.74

6090

Office of the Dir, P

Maintenance/Repair o

.1.8.033Q_

$2,552.25.

Midwest Office Technology

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

-$16.16
6511
Snack Bar
-$14.46____65_t_t__Snack._B.ar.___
-*31.01
6511
Snack Bar
$110.00
6460
Cafeteria
-*36. 06
651 1___ SOLÉ¡Ck_Bar____

$36.45

« 120.00
$1 1.87

—*i i .ex.
$87.00
*109.64
$42.15
*378.35
$153.48
«4. 80
$32.07
*59.77
*73.42
$89.91
..*.40.. 24.

$18.47
* 2 . 66
.$.17 ...49..
*96.49

$1 6.72

«23,43.
$23.42
*9.49
49.2^JJL.
*92.19
$11.87
_*2fiJL^6.4_
$164.94
Nat 1onai Curriculum

6

Tra

130340

*6.705.50

* 626.45
$6,079.05

Pinkerton Security

6

Inve

130366

*9.494.22

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE
Purchases for Resale
PurchLas.es _for _Resale.
Purchases for Resale
Other Materials and
Purchases.

606Q__ Bu iLding._Tra.des..
JHai n_te_n,ance/Repair _o___
6060 Duplicatlng Services Maintenance/Repair o
Maintenance/Repair o
6060 BSEP Auto Body/GM
_&SAÛ_ Auto.Body___________ _Mai afanan c.e/fiepa ir_Æ.
Maintenance/Repair o
6060 Office of the Dean,
6060 Office of the VP, Co Maintenance/Repair o
6060 E xecutJLV_e De a n _Urba _Ma int_e_nance/Repa_i.r o.
6060 Execut ive Dean, Urba Maintenance/Repair o
6269 Transportation Insti Other Services
ï_ Services______
62 69_
Maintenance/Repair
6060 ASSET Auto/Ford
Maintenance/Repair
6060 Heavy Equipment
_££_69.._.Eeo_notaic_._De_ve_l_Qpment Ot.h.e_c_ Se.rv.ices______
Maintenance/Repair o
6060 Library Sales
£060 Office of the VP, St Maintenance/Repair o

_6JL&JP. _ 0 f _ f . the_B ir_ecl__M a in te n a n c e /R e p a iro

Maintenance/Repair o
6060 Bookstore - Ankeny
6060 Office of the Direct Maintenance/Repair o
.6060.. ,..For.d.__M_Qt.or Couvpa.ny:_I._M ain ten an ce/R ep air o .
6060 Office of the Direct Maintenance/Repair o
Maintenance/Repair o
6060 Recreation/We1lness
_6Q60_ _0f_fice_j5f_tJhe._D.ean,---- Ba im eDance/Repair.. o_
Maintenance/Repair o
6060 Software Center
Maintenance/Repair o
6060 Auto Service
Ma.intenaace/R epa ir o.
606Q._...AS£E-Au.to______
Maintenance/Repair o
6060 Auto Service
Maintenance/Repair o
6060 Uelding
.Ä Ü L & 0 _ Offi.ce._o_f the..Dean,___Main.tje.nance/Re pa ir__e.
Maintenance/Repair o
6060 Office of the Dean,
652.0.„.D.n.i^a...Jjiproyjejn.e.n3_JBL.„P.ujrchas.e5„ for..Resale.
6520 Dr iver Improvement B Purchases for Resale

*285^27.___ .6261

Qff_A.ce_ o f the_D_i_r ,__P_ Cont ra cted ..Secur.it y---

Report:
Date:
Time:

t^^^R040
I^Be7/200 0
04:11 PM

Qes Moines Ar^^Romm College
List of checks over *2,500.00
^ ^ f r o m 13-NOV-2000 to 24-NOV-2000

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Pinkerton Security 4 Inve

180366

*9,494.22

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

*2,191.67
*7.5^_47_
*69.29
* 6 ,439.0B

INDEX TITLE

._Pr.atJL_Audi o Visual_4__Vide

Ralph N Smith Inc

R H Grabau Const ru c t ion.
Robert Bracken Production

_1_8Q3.7_Q_

_*2S^3-4.3..0 0

IS0382

*2,560.00

J_3 03_86_

-«.7.»7.45 .58_

180337

*3,025.00

S8 C Datacomm

180393

*14,494.20

Universal Printing Servlc

130433

*2,769.00

__ *1.3, 12 0 ..0.0.
*14,996.00
*232.00
*2,560.00

4

ACCOUNT TITLE

6261 Office of the Dir,
.626.1__ 0 -f.fi.ce._o_f.the_Di,r,
6261 Office of the Dir,
6261 Office of the Dir,

__
*215.32

Pa^^B

6261

Office of the

P
Contracted Security
P. .Cont.na.ct.ed Secur.it.y_.
P
Contracted Security
P
Contracted Security
Contracted £ecup-ity_..
Dir, P
Contracted Security

Zl-O.D__Technical Updaie._E.qu__Furnitur e ,.._Machinery_
7100 Technical Update Equ Furniture, Machinery
6120 Media Services and S Printing/Reproductio
6090

Office of the Dir, P

Maintenance/Repair o

6269
6269

Media Services
Hodi a Services

Other Services

*7.
*937.50
«2.087.50

*8,325.70
7100 Technical Update Equ
_*2, 841 ..93____71 00 Technical Update Fqu
*1,663.26
7100 Technical Update Equ
*1,663.26
7100 Technical Update Equ

O f h e r*

S e rv ic e s

Furniture,
Fupn iture,
Furniture,
Furniture,

Machinery
Machine_r.y_
Machinery
Machinery

*2,769.00

6120

Office of the Direct

Printing/Reproductio

US Postmaster____________________________ t_S.G_43.6_____ $20 .000.00_____ *20,000.00

6230

MjII Service & Freig

Postage and Expedi.ti_____

VanMeter Industrial Inc
_______________________________

1S0437
*8,730.97
*853.38
1650 Physical Plant Uareh Physical Plant Mater
.___________________________________ *2, 096.26____ 6322 Pftlla Corp Pro) 03 J Materials & Supplier
*582.60
6322 Pella Corp Proj #3 J Materials 6 Supplies
$233.04
6322 Pella Corp Proj #3 J Materials 4 Supplies
----------------------------------------------------*2,690.576322 Pella Corp Proj *3 J_ Materials 4 Suppli
*2,325.12
6322 Pella Corp Proj #3 J Materials 4 Supplies
.V.iJCCa Inc________________________________ 1304.41______«3,360 .P_0______ « 1 ,680. 00_____6322 |Fnrd Motor Company T Materials Jt Supplier
*1,680.00
6322 Equip Replacement In Materials 4 Supplies
UU Grainger Inc____________________________13M5.1__ _ «6,331

-*JL36^24_
*15.60
*331.60
_____________ _______ ________________________________________________ *18 i___41_
*4,194.21
*1,608.84
_______________________________________________________________________ *13_6_9_4_

6322 Auto Service
6322 Heavy Equipment
6322 . Catir_oLl_Maintenance
6322 Carroll Maintenance
6322 Carrol 1 Maintenance
6322_Outreach Mai ntenanre

Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials
Materials

Danielson, Pam M.

1410

Due From Students

180464

. 6 6 _______

*4,286.00

*4,286.00

L„Suppl.i
4 Supplies
5 Supplies
i Supplies___
4 Supplies
4 Supplies
A Supplies___

'Report:
Date:
Time:

F^Hj)4Q
tWP?/£000
04:1* PM

Des Moines Ar«?^Homm College
List of checks over $2,500.00
^ ^ f r o m 13-NÖV-- 2 0 0 0 to 24-N0V-2OO0

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Riedell, Nathan

1S0493

$2,547.00

$2,547. 00

1410

Beaton, C Matthew

180507

$2,913.60

$2,913.60

1410

Unrestrict Student A

Due From Students

Dickey. Corey C .

180514

$3,393.00

$3,393.00

1410

llnrestri ct Student A

n„e Cnnr) Ct„rtent =

Ualker-Uoods, Roberta L.

130533

$3,377.00

$3,377.00

1410

Unrestrict Student A

Due From Students

Carson/ Kari A.

130562

$3,009.00

$3,009.00

1410

Due From Students

Kanehl. Patricia S.

130597

«3,21400

$3,214.00

Ml q

Due-From Students

McKenney, Chris E. .

130603

$3/215.00

$3,215.00

1410

Due From Students

Turner, Helen M.

130651

$3,214.00

$3,21 4. 00

1410

Due From Students

Alii ant Utilities IPS Uti

1S0697

$6

r612.29

$202.37
$427.52
$5,982.40

61 90
6190
6190

nnT ACF Civil Engine
Utilities
Physical Plant Newto

(It i1 it iei!
Utilities
Ut ilities

American Packaging Corpor

130700

$47,347.72

«29,987.58
$7,057.87
$ LQ_, SO2. 27

6269
6269
6269

American Packaging 1*
American Packaging #
Aunriran Packaoinn £

Other Services
Other Services
Ot her* Roru i c m

American Republic Insuran

130701

$16/357.97

$16,357.97

6269

American Republic In

Other Services

Avatech Solution Inc

130713

$30/025.00

$30,025.00

6324

Info Technologies Eq

Computer Software

BGM Training A Consulting

130732

,375.00

$ 6 .375.00

6019

finftujir# Center

Ot her

Cable.Tech Inc

130735

$12,641 .13

$12,641.13

6269

Technical Update Equ

Other Services

Central States Roofing

130742

$6,950.00

$6,950.00

6090

Buildings Equipment

Maintenance/Repair o

Clements Group LC

130743

*14 .000.00

«3.500 00
$10,500.00

6269
6269

ftih#r General Inst it
Other General Inst it

Other Services
Other Services

County of Polk

1S 0754

$5,313.20

$5.313 2ft

6269

Tnue New Choice«; Chi

Other Services.

Easter Seal Society of lo

130775

$4,555.00

$326.41
*166.89
$1 ,443.59
$738.11
$631 0 2
$852.29
$192.71

6321
6321
6269
6269
6269
6269
6321

Two
Too
Two
Two
Tuo
Two
Tuo

Food
Food
Other
Other
Ot her
Other
Food

$6

TRANSACTI0N ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE
Due From Students

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

Drinking
Drinking
Drinking
Drinking
Drinking
Drinking
Drinking

Dri
Dri
Dri
Dri
Dri
Dri
Dri

ana I S

Services
Services
Serv ices
Services

. ..

Report:
Date:
Time:

f^R040
11/£7/2000
04M1 PM

Des Moines ArH^Comm College
List of checks over $£,500.00
from 13-NOV-2000 to 24-NOV-200Q

VENDOR NAHE

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Easter Seal Society of Io

ÏSG775

$4,555.00

$153.93

ECS Inc

180776

$8,793.40

$123.55
$203.25
$132.15
$203.25
$3,031.20

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

$293.00
$590.00
Graybar Electric Co Inc

180799

$3,751.63

18PS09

;r4ia-fl0

Iowa Child Care and Early

1S082Ö

Iowa Communications Netwo

130321

.Hewlett PacAantL

$3,000.09
$259.35
$245.00
$246.69

Two Day Drinking Dri

Food

6322 Equip Replacement Sc
Materials 2 Supplies
7100 Equip Replacement In
Furniture, Machinery
6322_Equip^Replacement. _Sc„.
6322 Equip Replacement Sc Materials & Supplies
7100 Equip Replacement Sc Furniture, Machinery
71 00 Equip Replacement ln__ JEumiiure.,- Machinery._
6323 Equip Replacement Sc Minor Equipment
6323 Boone Campus Equip U Minor Equipment
6377
6377
.6377
6377

Communicat ions
Communicat ions
Communicat ions
Communicat ions

Materials/Supplíes
Material 5 /Supplies
Materials/Supp 1ies
Materials/Supplies

f
f
f.

f

$5,565.30

$5,565.30

6269

$5,196.76

$347.00
$261.00

$28.00
$7,610.39

$73.75
$3,281.69

$_9.3.£_00_

$3,263.95
Madison National Life

ACCOUNT TITLE

6060__In.fo.raat-Lon_Syst^ms___ MaJLnJLenance/Repair o_
60 60 Informât ion Systems Maintenance/Repair o
6060 Information Systems Maintenance/Repair o
6060__Înf.arm at ion Systems__ Maint en ance/Repair _o_

$348.00
130347

INDEX TITLE

.$-364. P.O..
£2,213.00
$241.00
$2,.095.00

$2,416.52
$1,127.00
$99.64

Larson Allen Corporate Le

6321

Pa3 ^ ^

50.
,_JL3üâ5&______ $14,.1.2.1—

Early Childhood Care

6269
Office Occupations
Other Services
6150
ICN Operations
Communications
6269__ Youthlat-.Ris.k__6 n.keny_Other, S_erv.ices_
6269
Continuing Ed Critic Other Services
6269
Iowa Communications
Other Services
61 506269
Office of the Dean,
Other Services
Communicat ions
6150
Iowa Communicat ions
64 39
6489
6_4S9_
6489

Economic
Economic
Fconoaic
Economic

Development
Development
Development
Development

$14,-12.1 _5.0___ 225A__Pa y.r.ol_1._P_ayms n_t_5..

Marsden Bldg Maintenance

180861

$22,402.00

$13,258.00
.. $_L, 8_02. 00
$2,042.00
$300.00

Mart in Brothers Distribut

180863

$4,198.21

$157.79

$20.01

Other Services

6030
_£>_0.90_
6030
6030
6460
6515

Custodial
-MeLCtiLaaic.ai_Malnl_eji.au.
Phys ical Plant Opera
Cu st od ia 1
Cafeteria
Cafeteria

Staff Development-In
Staff Development-In
Staff..Development-In..
Staff Development-In
.Long-Term Disabi lLt.y.
Custodial Services
Maintenance/Repair o.
Custodial Services
Cu st od ia 1 Serv ices
Other Materials and
Lafceview Inn

Report
Date:
Time:

» 0 4 0
1W27/200Q
04:11 PM

Oes Moines A:
List of checks over $2,500.00

College
from 13-NQV-20 00 to 24-NOV-2000

----------T

-

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Martin Brothers Distribut

180863

$4,193.21

MidAmerican Energy Co

ia0374

$7,605.49

$70.64
±46.55
$940.14
$260.52
$6,287.64

6

t90
7600
• 61 90
61 90
61 90

Utilities
Uest Cnanrt Oatnpu«
Utilities
Ut i1 ities
HtilitieR

Ut i1 it ies
Ru it ding« -end Pived
Utilities
Ut iI it ies
lit i1 it i*1«

Ohland Concrete Construct

180896

$3,052.40

$462.01
±2r590.39

6090
61 00

Renovation Buildings
Of fi re of the IUr, P

Maintenance/Repair o
Maintenance of Grown

Phi Theta Kappa Society

1S0909

$2,580.00

$2,580.00

6460

Phi Theta Kappa-Anke

Other Materials and

Plato Learning Inc

130912

$ 1 4,2 0 0 . 0 0

$6,150.00
$1,650.00
$1 ,25 0 _00
$1,250.00
$2,400.00
$ 1 f50 0.DO

6265
6265
6265
6265
6265
6265

Youth at Risk Ankeny
Correct ions-Newton
Pnrrartions-Nauton
Correct ions-Mitche11
Corrections-Mitchell
Correct ions-Meut on

Software
Software
Rnftuar«
Software
Software
Snftuapd

R H Grabau Construction

180920

$17,737.00

$8,715.00
$9,022 00

6090
6040

Buildings Equipment
Buildings Equipment

Maintenance/Repair o
Ma intenancp/Rppain o

Siemens Building Techolog

130935

$16,983.00

$)6,983.00

7600

Newton Polytechnic C

Buildings and Fixed

Standard Printing and Des

180945

$4,794.08

$1,143.73
$2,026.85
$1.623.50

6120
6120
6120

Office of the Direct Printing/Reproductio
Office of the Direct Printing/Reproduct io
Office of T h e Direct . P.r-inting/R.epr.o.duc.tiü.

Storey Kenworthy Co

180950

* 10,269.45

$62.72

6322

High Tech Electronic

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER
6460
$111.26
______ $3u£L-8ü_ ___ 65.1S..
-$79.76
6511
-$ 1 2 2 . 1 0
6511
$108.55
6460
$527.69
651 1
$55.62
6511
$339 IP
65) 1
6515
$640.49
$287.13
6511
SflflS.20
651 1
$521.00
65 n
$33.78
6511
$161.56
64 60
$583.08
651 1
-$57.60
651 1
-S5.41
651 1

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE

Snack Bar
Other Materials and
Cafejjaria_____ _____ LakeALi.eu-.2nn____ _____ _
Snack Bar
Purchases for Resale
Snack Bar
Purchases for Resale
finacte Bar
Other Materials end
Snack Bar
Purchases for Resale
Snack Bar
Purchases for Resale
Rnack Rar
...P.ur.chases..for Re.sale______
Cafeteria
Lakeview Inn
Snack Bar
Purchases for Resale
finar If Re r
Ptipr^sfls for Penn 1 e
Snack Bar
Purchases for Resale
Snack Bar
Purchases for Resale
Snack Rar
other Materials and
Snack Bar
Purchases for Resale
Snack Bar
Purchases for Resale
finar tf Rar
Pnpcha««« for
Ip

Service
Service
S«puir«
Service
Service
Seri/ice

Agr
Agr
Agr
Agr
Agr
Agp

Materials A Supplies

Report:
Date:
Time:

Des Moines Arl^^bomm College
List of checks over $2,500.00
from 13-NOV-2QOG to 24-NOV-200G

1r/27/200G
04:11 PM

VENDOR NAME

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

Storey Kenworthy Co

130450

*10,269.45

--

__

_
___

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

INDEX TITLE

$25.92
6322 Student Services Urb
$415.94___ fi3££„_T-r.anspAci.ai-i-on-I.nsti.
$55.23
6322 High Tech Electronic
*341.62
6322 Information Systems
.«fl ...bACe.. urrice or t o p uean,
*6.14
6322 Office of the Dean,
$128.16
6322 Office of the Dean,
*41 9fl
63?? Prarrial Nursing
$103.11
6322 Library
*129.55
6322 Library
$406.60
63?? Informat ion Systems
*90.27
6322 Intramurals 6 Athlet
$21.60
6322 High School Completi
*199.10
6322 Human Resources
$82.39
6322 Office of the Ex Dea
*103.84
6322 Office of the Ex Dea
$97.76
6322 Curriculum 6 Schedul
$26.55
6322 Computer Aided Desig
$253.06
6322 Business Office
$50 ?fl
63?? BftFP Auto Body/CM
$34.70
6322 Auto Service
*235.27
6322 Assistant to the Pre
$43.19
6322 ASSET Auto/Ford
$57.90
6322 ASEP Auto
$17.60
6322 Stu/Admi ssions/Regis
632? Office Occupat ions
-$137.25
-$tl.98
6322 Human Resources
-$3.28
6322 Distance Learning
$122.26
6322 Office of the V P . Co
$274.30
6322 Office of the Dean,
$70.11
6322 Financial Aid
6322 ESL
*122.56
$ 124.65
6322 Enrollment Managemen
*1,030.10
6322 Economic Development
$ t!3.75
6322 Two Day Drinking Qri
*367.47
6322 Executive Dean, Urba
*14.76
6322 Strive
632? Special fioedq
$20.04
$460.05
6322 Office of the Direct
$64.19
6322 Office of the Dean,
6322 office of the F*ec D
$10.07
$261.74
6322 Office of the Dean,
$93.61
6322 Office of the Dean,
$566.49
6322 Offi ce of the Cont ro
$134.40
6322 High Tech Electronic
$1,491.31
1650 Physical Plant Wareh

Pal

ACCOUNT TITLE
Materials 6 Supplies
.Maier-LaLs-i-Su ppli.es .
Materials 6 Supplies
Materials 6 Supplies
..nautiais * Kupp]i? 5
Materials A Supplies
Materials 6 Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Materials 6 Supplies
Materiell A Supplier
Materials A Supplies
Materials & Supplies
Materials A fiupp 1i©«;
Materials 6 Supplies
Materials 6 Supplies
Mat eri als A Suppl i©*;
Materials 6 Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Material;; A fluppl iac:
Materials A Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Materi als A Supp
Materials A Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Materi als A Supp 1ies
Materials A Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Materi als A Supplias
Materials A Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Materials A Supplier
Materials A Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Mat ©ri al et A Suppl i©s
Materials A Supplies
Materials A Supplies
Ma te p ia 1s A Su pp li es
Materials A Supplies
Physical Plant Mater

'Report : F ^ H M O
Date:
1« W / 2 0 0 0
Time:
04:11 PM

VENDOR NAME

List

D ös M o i n e s A r e ^ ^ E m m C o l l e g e
of checks o v e r * 2 ,5 0 0 .0 0
^ P f r o m 13-NOV-2000

CHECK
NUMBER

CHECK AMOUNT

TRANSACTION ACCOUNT
AMOUNT NUMBER

9
to 24-NQV-2000

INDEX TITLE

ACCOUNT TITLE

Storey Kenworthy Co
130950
$10,269.45
$106.66
6322 Social & Behavorial
Materials & Supplies
__________ ____________________________________________________________ $23. 07____ 6322 Occupational S.a.f.ety___MatfiJlials * Supplies______
$101.93
6322 Outreach Maintenance Materials 6 Supplies
$40.43
6322 Other Genera 1 Inst it Materials 6 Supplies
_____________________
$204. 36____ 6322 Boone Campus Student__Materials & Supplies_____
$847.96
6322 Office of the Dean,
Materials & Supplies
$231.35
6322 Office of the Dir, P Materials & Supplies
$132. 02_
6322_Office of the Vice P__Mat.erials._A_.Supplies._______
$223.60
6322 Student Records/Serv Materials 6 Supplies
$85.39
6322 Program Development
Materials 6 Supplies
_________________________________________________________________________$27. 42____ 6322_CxunaunJLcatJLajas________ Ma.tej-ia1s S u p p l i e s _______
Taylor Ball

180956

$542,978.20

$542,978.20

7600

West Grand Campus

Buildings and Fixed

West Lakes Development Co

130981

$T3,321.32

$10,032.32
$8,239.00

6210
6210

West Lakes Center
West Lakes Center

Rental of Buildings
Rental of Bui1dings

Western Waterproofing Co

130982

$7,000.00

$7,000.00

6060

Buildings Equipment

Maintenance/Repair o

REPORT TOTAL

$2,330,160.38
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Balsheet.xls
Des Moines Area Community College
Balance Sheet
November 30, 2000
Unrestricted
General
Fund 1

Restricted
General
Fund 2

Auxiliary
Fund 3

Scholarship
Fund 5

Agency
Fund 4

Loan
Fund 6

Plant
Fund 7

Total

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash on Hand or in Banks
Investments
Accounts Receivable
Student Loans
Deposits & Prepaid Expenses
Inventories
Due to/from Other Funds
Total Current Assets
Fixed Assets
Land, Buildings & Improvements
Equipment, Leased Prop, Books & Films
Total Fixed Assets
TOTAL ASSETS

$ (1,044,625) $
6,291,258
47,297,959
31,615,877
6,007,518
-

322,959
174,340

$

$

$
1,214,673
79,273

1,557,853
1,000

-

-

-

-

-

224,157

-

-

-

-

849,016

-

1,558,853

-

-

11,751,450

79,137,993

-

2,142,962

$

-

$

137,032
81,530
512,611

164,116
83,062

$
1,364,804
-

(1,044,625)
58,027,695
37,868,260
512,611
1,254,616
1,023,356

-

707,500

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

247,178

731,173

2,072,304

97,641,913

-

-

-

-

57,108,269
26,445,553

57,339,793
26,628,655

-

-

83,553,822

83,968,448

$85,626,126

$181,610,361

-

-

-

-

-

-

231,524
183,102

-

-

-

414,626

$11,751,450

$79,137,993

$2,142,962

$1,973,479

$

247,178

$

$ 6,829,114
322,887
4,082

$31,337,786
39,008,212

$

$

$

.

$

7,156,083

70,345,998

731,173

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Current Liabilities
Long Term Liabilities
Deposits Held in Custody for Others
Total Liabilities
Fund Balance
Unrestricted
Restricted-Specific Purposes
Net Investment in Plant
Total Fund Balance
TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BAL

4,595,367
-

4,595,367
$11,751,450

-

-

-

1,934,980

6,323

-

-

35,075

1,973,479

6,323

-

6,236,704

85,753,662

-

-

-

-

8,791,995

2,107,887

-

-

-

-

8,791,995

236,317
6,000,387

-

-

38,499

_ $

$ 38,476,791
45,331,486
1,945,385

35,075

-

2,107,887

-

$79,137,993 $2,142,962

$1,973,479

$

-

240,855
-

731,173
-

240,855

731,173

247,178

$

731,173

-

1,835,987
77,553,435
79,389,422

4,595,367
13,707,897
77,553,435
95,856,699

$85,626,126 $181,610,361

Des Moines Area ^Phmunity College
Statement of Revenue, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
For the Five Months Ended November 30, 2000
Unrestricted
General
Fund 1
Revenues and Other Additions:
Tuition and Fees
Local Support (Property Taxes)
State Support
Federal Support
Sales and Services
Training Revenue
Other Income
Total Revenue and Other Add
Expenditures and Other Deductions:
Educational and General:
Instruction
Academic Support
Student Services
Institutuonal Support
Operation and Maintenance of Plant
Auxiliary Enterprise Expenditures
Scholarship Expense
Loan Fund Expense
Plant Fund Expense
Agency Fund Expense
Total Expenditures and Other Deduct
Transfer Amoung Funds: Add & Deduct
Mandatory
Non-Mandatory
Net Increase (Decrease) for the Period
Fund Balance at Beginning of Year
Fund Balance at End of Period

$ 8,170,821
1,909,978
9,314,571
379,105
33,970

Restricted
General
Fund 2
$

Auxiliary
Fund 3

399,465
1,475,030
682,487
267,148

$

Scholar
ship
Fund 5

Agency
Fund 4

25,863

$

Rel^Pcp.xIs

105,666

Loan
Fund 6

Plant
Fund 7

Total

-

3,575,557

5,304,852
884,245

-

-

343,651

68,523

98,932

223

48,467

500,000

8,701,815
5,279,235
10,327,959
2,895,316
3,662,375
5,304,852
1,944,041

20,152,096

9,013,227

3,669,943

610,010

2,227,623

48,467

2,394,227

38,115,593

11,193,908
2,474,278
1,626,658
3,073,497
1,356,648
-

6,521,832
33,281
374,605
992,957
169,014
-

4,182,545
-

458,816

2,272,473
-

947
-

3,972,607
-

17,715,740
2,507,559
2,001,263
4,066,454
1,525,662
4,182,545
2,272,473
947
3,972,607
458,816

19,724,989

8,091,689

4,182,545

458,816

2,272,473

947

3,972,607

38,704,066

859,401

-

-

-

-

-

300,000
52,564
52,848

$

$
-

30,901
2,196,499

-

-

1,894,227
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$

$
-

-

-

-

(30,274)
(282,861)

(484,447)

(211,093)

2,000

30,274
117,000

-

113,972

437,091

(723,695)

153,194

102,424

47,520

4,481,395

8,354,904

2,831,582

1,781,786

138,431

683,653

80,108,401

98,380,152

$ 4,595,367

$ 8,791,995

$2,107,887

$ 1,934,980

$ 240,855

731,173

$79,389,422

$ 97,791,679

-

$

-

-

(718,979) .

(588,473)

Schedule B
Schbbals.xls

Investments
November 30, 2000

Institution

Investment
Type

Interest
Rate

Community State Bank
Community State Bank
Community State Bank

Money Market
Investment Svgs
No Interest Acct

6.02%
6.02%
0.00%

Total Community State Bank

$

Auxiliary
Fund 3

4,246,344
91,374

2,795,601

4,337,718
1,756,420

Scholarship
Fund 5

Agency
Fund 4
$

$
2,795,601

141,426
883,972

Plant
Fund 7

Loan
Fund 6

$

$

Total

1,023,809

$

141,426
8,949,726
91,374

$

1,025,398

-

-

1,023,809

9,182,526

532,455

164,116

23,419

340,995

4,032,078

-

113,613

_

5,015,350

-

-

-

-

1,340,815

5,015,350

-

-

113,613

-

6,469,778

Brenton Bank

Money Market

5.75%

-

Firstar Bank-Des Moines
Firstar Bank-Des Moines

Money Market
Investment Svgs

5.36%
5.25%

1,340,815

Total Firstar Bank

Restricted
Current
Fund 2

Unrestricted
Current
Fund 1

1,214,673

1,454,428
5,015,350

Norwest Trust

Trust Account

6.08%

-

15,713,541

-

-

-

-

15,713,541

ISJIT

Money Market

6.08%

-

2,528,864

-

-

-

-

2,528,864

First National Bank, Ames

Money Market

5.53%

-

2,347,363

-

-

-

-

2,347,363

Bankers Trust
Bankers Trust
Bankers Trust
Bankers Trust

Money Market
CD due 11/30/00
CD due 5/31/01
CD due 5/31/01

5.37%
7.15%
7.30%
7.30%

3,545,967
1,000,000
1.500.000
1.500.000

-

-

-

_

-

-

-

-

3,545,967
1,000,000
1,500,000
1,500,000

-

7,545,967

-

-

-

-

7,545,967

-

2,606,065
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

-

.

_

_

-

-

-

-

Total Bankers Trust
Boone Bank and Trust
Boone Bank and Trust
Boone Bank and Trust
Boone Bank and Trust

Money Market
CD due 3/5/01
CD due 3/7/01
CD due 3/08/01

5.91%
6.60%
6.40%
6.60%

Total Boone Bank and Trust

2,606,065
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

-

5,606,065

5,606,065

State Bank and Trust, Neveda

CD due 12/31/00

6.00%

-

2,446,671

2,446,671

West Bank

Money Market

5.92%

2,154,842

-

2,154,842

$6,291,258

$47,297,959

Grand Totals

1,214,673

$ 1,557,853

$

164,116

$ 137,032

$ 1,364,804

$ 58,027,695

S ^ p u le F
Liabilit.xls
Des Moines Area Community College
Detail of Liabilities
November 30, 2000
Unrestricted
General
Fund 1
Payables:
Trade Accounts Payable
Long Term Payables (Bonds)
Unamortized Discount on Bonds
Leaseholds Payable

26,018

Restricted
General
Fund 2
$

Auxiliary
Fund 3

308,784 $ (94,825) $
39,457,210
(448,998)

Accrued Liabilities:
Payroll
Accrued Vacation
Other Accruals

1,957,413
598,000
53,092

Other Liabilities:
Funds Held in Trust
Deferred Income
Deposits held in custody for Others

4,082
4,194,591
322,887

30,874,696

$ 7,156,083

$70,345,998

Total

Agency
Fund 4

92,300
62,000

4,190

Scholarship
Fund 5
$

Loan
Fund 6

$

55,900
74,000

Plant
Fund 7
$

23,111 $
267,278
5,950,000
45,407,210
(35,874)
(484,872)
86,261
86,261

7,000

2,105,613
741,000
53,098

206,206

38,391
35,275,493
2,264,190

$6,236,704

$85,753,662

6

34,309
1,934,980
$

35,075

$1,973,479

6,323
$

6,323

$

Total

4

Budrept.xls

Des Moines Area Community College
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2001 Budget Report
Summary by Fund (All Funds)
For The Five Months Ended November 30, 2000

Fund Name
Revenue
Unrestricted Current
Restricted Current
Auxiliary
Agency
Scholarship
Loan
Plant (Note 1)

Board
Approved
Budget

Working
Budget

Amount
Received/
Expended

1
2
3
4
5
6

$ 49,142,075
34,922,935
9,031,340
2,099,870
3,944,927
5,000

$ 49,644,711
35,842,573
9,221,340
2,124,470
3,944,927
5,000

$20,198,485
9,453,735
3,669,943
682,083
2,374,897
48,467

$
$
$
$
$
$

29,446,226
26,388,838
5,551,397
1,442,387
1,570,030
(43,467)

7

17,757,083

16,660,567

3,253,628

$

13,406,939

$ 116,903,230

$ 117,443,588

$ 39,681,238

$

77,762,350

1
2
3
4
5
6

$ 48,891,197
34,084,543
9,706,592
1,600,112
3,944,927
4,500

$ 49,333,596
35,486,464
10,070,315
1,693,017
3,944,927
4,500

$20,084,513 $
9,016,644
4,393,638 •
528,889
2,272,473
947

18,482,631
1,815,582
1,743,412
180,889
4,236
4,474

$
$
$
$
$
$

10,766,452
24,654,238
3,933,265
983,239
1,668,218
(921)

7

18,065,580

18,661,421

3,972,607

1,094,102

$

13,594,712

$116,297,451

$119,194,240

$40,269,711

$ 23,325,326

$

55,599,203

Total Revenue
Expenditures
Unrestricted Current
Restricted Current
Auxiliary
Agency
Scholarship
Loan
Plant (Note 1)
Total Expenditures

Working
Budget
Balance

Fund
Number

Budget
Commitments

Note 1: The Plant Fund is presented on a cash basis consistent with the published budget.

5

DMACC BUDGET STATUS
For The Five Months Ended
November 30, 2000
FUNDS 1 & 2
90.000.000
85.000.000
80.000.000
75.000.000
70.000.000
65.000.000
60.000.000
55.000.000

□ Budget Revenue

50.000.000

CDActual Revenue
BBudget Expense

45.000.000

■ Actual Expense

40.000.000

ElYear to Date Budget

35.000.000
30.000.000
25.000.000

.

20 000.000

15.000.000

.

10 000.000

5,000,000

0
Fund 1

Fund 2

Com bined

6

DMACC BUDGET STATUS
For The Five Months Ended November 30, 2000
FUNDS 3, 4, 5, 6 ,7

20 , 000,000

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

19 000.000
18 000.000
17 000.000
16 000.000
15 000.000
14 000.000
13 000.000
12 . 000.000
11 , 000,000
10 , 000,000

9.000.000

8.000.000

.
.
.
.
.

7 000.000

6 000.000
5 000.000
4 000.000

□ Budget
Revenue

3 000.000

2.000.000

□ Actual
Revenue

1,000,000

□ Budget
Expense

0
Fund 3 Auxilary

Fund 4 Agency

Fund 5 Scholarship

Fund 6

Loan

Fund 7

Plant

□Actual
Expense

DMACC REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES
For The 5 Months Ended November 30, 2000
2 2 , 000,000

21,000,000
20 ,000,000
1 9 .0 0 0 .0 0 0
1 8 .0 0 0 .0 0 0
1 7 .0 0 0 .0 0 0
1 6 .0 0 0 .0 0 0
1 5 .0 0 0 .0 0 0
1 4 .0 0 0 .0 0 0
1 3 .0 0 0 .0 0 0
12.000.000
11,000,000
10,000,000
9 .0 0 0 .0 0 0

8.000.000
7 .0 0 0 .0 0 0

6 .000.000
5 .0 0 0 .0 0 0
B Current Year
Revenue

4 .0 0 0 .0 0 0
3 .0 0 0 .0 0 0

□ Same Month Prior
Year Revenue

2 .000.000
1,000,000

E3Current Year

0

Expense

Fund 1 Current General Fund

Fund 2 Restricted General
Fund

Fund 7 Plant Fund

□I Same Month Prior
Year Expense

8

